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One of the ways to represent ordered lists of data is through 
trees. A tree is defined by Knuth (3, page 305) as a finite set of one 
or more nodes such that there is one root from which the other nodes de-
scend, and each of the descendents is a tree. These descendents are 
called subtrees of the root. The node structure can be considered to be 
the key by which the list is stored, the information surrounding the key, 
and the pointers to the nodes descending from the given node. The point-
er may be a symbolic pointer which is the value of an index, a relative 
pointer which is based on another address, or an absolute pointer which 
contains the address in memory of the item. The number of subtrees de-
scending from a given node is the degree of that node. 
B-trees are one form of trees with good search characteristics. A 
sample B-tree node is given in Figure 1. B-trees are uniform depth 
trees (6) in which all leaf nodes lie at the same level. They are of 
uniform depth in that the graph theoretic distance to any leaf node from 
the root is the same. AB-tree (1, page 15) is a tree in which every 
node has less than or as many descendents as the order, the root has at 
least two descendents, a non-leaf node with k descendents has k-1 keys, 
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Figure l. A Sample 8-Tree Node 
The order, m, of a B-tree is the maximum number of descendents 
from a given node, and the maximum number of keys in a node in a B-tree 
of order mis m-1. Insertions occur at the bottom level and when a key 
is inserted into a full node, the node splits and the middle key is 
propagated to the next level. A more complete discussion of B-trees is 
given in Knuth (3) and Davis (1). Since insertions occur at the bottom 
level, the levels are counted from the bottom level up. The bottom 
level is level 1, the nodes the bottom level nodes descend from are on 
level 2, and the nodes above them are on level 3. A minimum order B-
tree, referred to as a 2-3 tree, is one with a maximum of two keys and 
three descendents in a full node. Figure 2 represents a full 2-3 node. 
In a 2-3 tree with n keys there are n+l external nodes at the bottom 
level representing null branches. The analysis presented in this 
thesis is based on minimum order B-trees. 
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Figure 2. A Full 2-3 Node 
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The n+l external nodes at the bottom level can be characterized by 
the configuration of nodes that they descend from. The state of an ex-
ternal node is the type of tree which it descends from. Figure 3 repre-
sents a third level tree and there are twelve external nodes represented 
by triangles which reside in this state. The analysis done in this 
thesis determines the be ha vi or of 2-3 trees for the asymptotic probab·i-
1 i ti es of a given state occurring. The probabilities become asymptotic 
upon iterating to a stable level. These probabilities can be used as 
a re 1 ati ve measure to determine the performance of 2-3 trees. Upon 
determining the asymptotic activity of certain classes of external nodes 
the results are used to compute storage, utilization, and maintenance 
characteristics. 
Figure 3. Sample Third Level Tree 
(X values represent 
different key values, 
and v represent the 
external nodes.) 
CHAPTER II 
FOUNDATIONS OF THE ANALYSIS 
The analysis done in the 11 Theoretical Foundation 11 is based upon the 
classification of external nodes according to the nodes that they de-
scend from. The analysis determines a set of external node states which 
represent a particular one, two, and three level tree for one, two, and 
three level external node state classifications. The external nodes in 
Figure 4 would be classified as to the external nodes descending from 
the second level root. A B-tree is built from the bottom up, hence the 




Figure 4. Example of Second 
Level Tree 
External noc;les may be classified into states according to the type 
of subtree from which they descend. If the asymptotic probabilities for 
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the states of external nodes are known, the number of one key and two 
key nodes can be ascertained from the configuration of the trees repre-
sented by each state of external nodes. Hence, by knowing the asymp-
totic probabilities the utilization can be computed as well as other 
information related to the behavior of the trees. The utilization is 
defined as (5, page 21) 
Utilization = # KEYS/# KEY POSITIONS AVAILABLE ( 2. l ) 
Considering the types of nodes as the first level, the nodes can be 
grouped into two classes (6). There are nodes with one key with two 
state one external nodes descending (see Figure 5). The remaining key 
position is unoccupied and the pointer field is inactive. The other 
classification of external nodes has a two-key parent with three, state 
two, external nodes descending from each level one note. The frequency 
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of splitting at the bottom level is relative to the number of insertions 
into the level one nodes which are full. If the relative frequencies of 
state one and state two external nodes are known, the utilization for 
level one can be computed. For each one key, level one node there are 
two, state one, external nodes and for each two key, level one node 
there are three, state two, external nodes. 
State 1 ~ State 2 ~ 
Figure 5. Two Types of Bottom 
Level Nodes 
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To analyze the second level in the following section on the "The-
oretical Foundations" it is necessary to determine the possible arrange-
ment of nodes on two levels. The 2-3 levels are counted from the 
bottom up (6) in this thesis and the second level external node classi-
fications are based on combinations of second level trees. The root 
node of the tree from which the second level, state one external nodes 
descend has one key, with two first level nodes as descendents and from 
each there are two external nodes. Hence, there is a total of four 
state one external nodes. If the second level node has one key and has 
descendents at the first level, a two key node and a one key node, the 
external nodes are in state two. From Van Doren (6) the order of 
occurrence of the bottom level nodes is unimportant. The left branch 
of the second branch can be the one or two key level one node. If two 
second level trees are considered having five external nodes each but 
with one having a two key bottom level node descending from the left 
branch and the other has the two key descending from the right branch, 
the external nodes of both trees are considered to be in state two (see 
Figure 6). These "mirror images" are in the same state with a mapping 
of the larger level one node to the left subtree of the second level 
node and the smaller first level node to be the right branch. 
If a key is inserted into a tree with state two external nodes, 
one of two alternatives can occur. The insertion can be made into a 
full bottom level node or into a one key bottom level node (see Figure 
7). If the insertion occurs into the one key bottom level node, the 
resultant node has two keys. Hence, the insertion results in six, 
state three external nodes for the second level. If the insertion 
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Figure 6. Second Level External Node Classifications 
'-I 
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and a key is propagated to the second level. This forces the second 
level node to have two keys with three one key, bottom level descendents 
having a total of six external nodes. Thus a state four external node 
descends from a two key grandparent and a one key parent. If an inser-
tion occurs in the tree with state three external nodes, a split is 
forced and the transition is made into seven state five external nodes. 
Figure 7. External Node State Trans-
formations Occurring 
upon Insertion into a 
Given Level Two Tree (6) 
Second level trees with seven external nodes are considered to be 
in state five. As in Figure 8 a state five second level tree is con-
sidered with the largest bottom level node to be the left subtree to 
avoid the redundancy of mirror images. If an insertion occurs in a 
state five, second level tree, as in Figure 9, two resultant trees are 
possible. The key could be inserted into one of the three external 
nodes descending from the full bottom level node or into the four exter-
nal nodes descending from the two one key bottom level nodes. If the 
insertion occurs and two state one second level trees are created. When 
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the insertion occurs in one of the other two first level nodes, a state 
six second level tree i.s created. The mirror image redundancy is 
avoided by mapping all second level trees with eight external nodes into 
state six. The bottom level nodes are identified with the largest on 
the left, the next to the largest in the middle, and the remaining nodes 
on the right. Insertion into a state six second level tree implies 
either the creation of a state one second level tree and a state two 
second level tree which occur when a bottom level node splits or the 
transition to a state seven second level tree with nine external nodes. 
There are seven unique classifications of second level trees. The 
utilization can be computed by knowing the asymptotic probabilities of 
occurrence of each of the seven external node states. By knowing the 
asymptotic probabilities of occurrence the number of keys and the number 
of nodes can be deduced; hence, the utilization can be computed. By 
knowing the relative frequencies bf occurrence of each of the states 
the splitting characteristics can be computed by decomposing the states 




Figure 8. State Five Second Level Trees, with Representative 
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Insertion Symbolized for Either of the One Key 
First Level Nodes 
Figure 9. Insertion into a Second Level Tree 
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Third Level State Classification 
A given three level 2-3 tree may be considered to have a left sub-
tree, a right subtree, and if there are two keys at the th·ird level, a 
middle subtree. One way of classifying the external nodes descending 
from a third level grandparent is by considering the second level sub-
trees that are branched to by the left, right, and middle branches of a 
third level node. For the states with a grandparent with one key there 
are seven possible values for the left and right subtrees. The number 
of combinations of two objects taken from a set of seven objects where 
order is unimportant is 
7! -
2! (7-2)! - 21. (2.2) 
This value is incremented by the seven combinations of equal left and 
right subtrees which sums to 28 states descending from a grandparent 
with no middle key. The first 28 states are each uniquely determined 
with the larger subtree to be from the left branch of the third level 
node. The middle branch is either null or points to one of the seven 
combinations of two level subtrees. Since there are a total of eight 
possibilities for the middle branch, counting the null case, and 28 com-
binations for left and right subtrees, a total of 224 states (8 • 28) for 
classifying external nodes of three level trees may be used. 
Theoretical Foundation 
The method of analysis for the first and second levels is used as 
the foundation for the third level. This technique of analysis is from 
Van Doren (6) and Mitchell (5). To analyze the first .level there is the 
assumption that the external nodes represent equally likely targets of 
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insertion, a random insertion assumption. Let the probability of a state 
one external node by p(n) for n external nodes and the probability of a 
state two external node which descends from a two key bottom level 
parent be q(n). These probabilities represent the fractions of external 
nodes in the respective states. If there were n external nodes prior to 
insertion, there would be n+ l after insertion. Upon inserting into a 
state one external node the parent becomes full, and there are three new 
state two external nodes. A loss of t\'JO state one external nodes (two 
times p{n)) and a gain of three state two external nodes (three times 
p{n)). If an insertion occurs in a state two external node, the parent 
was full and subsequently splits. This results in the loss of three 
state two external nodes (three times the probability of a state two 
external node, q{n)) and the gain of four state two externa1 nodes (four 
times q(n)). 
(n + l)p(n + l) = np(n) - 2p(n) + 4q(n) 
(n + l)q(n + 1) = nq(n) - 3q(n) + 3p(n) 
(2.3) 
{2.4) 
These are the difference equations for the level one analysis with the 
probability of inserting into a state one node, p(n), and the probabil-
ity of inserting into a state two node is q(n). By dividing through by 
(n + l) the difference equations become: 
p(n + 1) = (n - 2) p(n) + 4 1 q(n) 
n + 1 n + 
q{n + l) = (n - 3) q{n) + 3 p{n) n + 1 n + 1 
The matrix form is given by: 
(
n - 2 
n + 1 
(p{n + 1), q{n+l)) = {p(n), q(n)) 4 
n + 1 
n ~ lJ 
n - 3 





From.Mitchell (5, page 14), the general form of the equation is: 
Sn+l = Sn*T(n) (2.8) 
where Sn and Sn+l are the probability vectors and T(n) is the transition 
matrix. 
From Van Doren (6) T(n) 11 represents a stochastic transition matrix 
for a two state nonhomogeneous Markov chain 11 and an asymptotic solution 
to Equation (2.7) may be determined 11which is independent of the initial 
frequency or probability. 11 The limit of (p(n), q(n)) as n approaches 
infinity is {p,q) where p + q = 1 and {p,q) must satisfy Equations (2.5) 
and (2.6) where the dependence on n is deleted (6). In matrix form the 
limiting probability vector satisfies 
S = S*T(n) (2.9) 
for any n. In other words the limiting probability vector is the left 
eigenvector corresponding to eigenvalue 1.0 and where the sum of the 
components is 1.0 (1.0 is necessarily an eigenvalue because the row 
sums for the transition matrix are 1.0). 
From Mitchell (5, page 18) by solving Equations (2.5) and (2.6) 
algebraically, the result is: 
( (n - 2) • p) + 4 • q = p • (n + 1) 
(3·p) + ((n - 3)·q) = q• (n + 1). 
By solving algebraically the result is: 
4. q = 3. p, 
and from p + q = 1: 
q = l - p. 
Therefore, the values for p and q are: 






Second Level Analysis 
To expand the analysis to the second level it is necessary to ex-
pand the difference equations for the seven state second level mode. 
From Van Doren (6) this analysis is based upon establishing the differ-
ence equations and determining the common left eigenvector of the 
sequence of transition matrices. These equations (6) 
(n + l)*p1{n) = n*p1(n - 1) - 4*p1(n - l) + (24/7) 
* p5(n - l + 3*p6(n -1) + 8/3*pq(n - 1) 
(n + l)*p2(n) = n*p2(n - 1) - 5p2(n - 1) + 5*p1(n - 1) 
+ (15/7) * p6{n - 1) + (10/3) * p7(n - 1) 
(n + l)*p3{n) = n*p3 (n - 1) - 6*p3(n - 1) + (12/5) 
* p2(n - 1) + 4*p7{n - 1) 
(n + l)*p4(n) = n*p4(n - 1) - 6*p4{n - 1) + (18/5) 
* p2(n - 1) 
(n + l)*p5(n) = n*p5{n - 1) - 7*p5(n - 1) + 7* (p3{n - 1)) 
+ p4 (n - 1) 
(n + 1) * p6 (n) = n * p6{n - 1) - 8* p6(n - 1) + (32/7) 
* p5 (n - 1) 
(n + l)*p7{n) = n*p7(n - 1) - 9*p7(n - 1) + (1/4) 
* p6(n - 1). (2.14) 
represent state transitions with the appropriate probabilities propor-
tioned to reflect the fraction of external nodes which would cause a 
transition to this state if there is more than one transition state 
possible. The probabilities for the second level (6} were computed 









Figure 10. Second Level 
Asymptotic 
State Pro-
babil i ti es 
the asymptotic state probabilities for the second level are computed 
using the seven state second level model. 
Application of Analysis Technique 
to Third Level 
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To determine the asymptotic state probabilities at the third level 
this method of analysis used at the first and second levels is applied 
to the third level. The difference equations are established for the 
various states, the transition matrix is established by mapping the 
source states of the transition to the largest states of the transi-
tions, and the solutions are determined. For the third level analysis 
the asymptotic solution is found by the iterative technique, the Power 
16 
Rule (7, page 289). By choosing an initial value for the external mode 
count a transition matrix can be found, which is unique to that external 
mode count. An initial approximation is then given to the probabilities 
which correspond to the eigenvalue one. Then by multiplying the proba-
bilities times the transition matrix, a new approximation is determined 
for the probabilities. The Power Rule states that given a sufficient 
number of iterations, convergence is reached. This corresponds to the 
stable state mentioned by Mitchell in the level one analysis. Aside 
from considerations given to the magnitude of the number of states the 
analysis is based on the first and second levels. If the asymptotic 
fraction of external nodes can be determined for each class, then a mea-
sure of the behavior at the asymptotic level can be observed from the 
utilization, the splitting probabilities, and a frequency analysis. 
tHAPTER III 
DETERMINATION OF THIRD LEVEL PROBABILITIES 
The Relationship Between Third Level Analysis 
and Second Level Behavior 
The third level states are defined in terms of combinations of 
second level states. When an insertion occurs into a middle, left, or 
right branch of a third level descendent, the transitions reflect the 
behavior of an insertion into a second level branch. Since the behav-
ior of second level nodes upon insertion is already known, the inser-
tions into third level states reflect merely a combination of second 
level actions proportioned over the fraction of external nodes which are 
in the given second level state. The complexity of the analysis is re-
duced by mapping the third level states into second level branches, per-
forming the transitions at the second level, and then mapping the 
results back into the third level. 
Third Level Analysis Concepts 
The third level analysis (6) is based on the first and second 
levels. A given third level state can be decomposed into second level 
branches. From the preceding section on the third level the mirror 
images are considered and this redundancy is avoided. The third level 
is analyzed by setting up the difference equations and by iterating with 
17 
the Power Rule. The results of the third level analysis are used for 
further analysis. 
The establishment of the difference equations for the 224 states 
requires analysis of each of the states to reflect the changes which 
occur upon insertion. When an insertion occurs into a state one third 






State One State Two 
Figure 11. The Transition From State One to State Two 
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The full bottom level node is mapped to the most left branch re-
gardless of the point of insertion. Hence, in the transition matrix 
there would be two entries. There would be an entry for the number of 
nodes lost to state one (eight) in the difference equation for the state 
one third level probability and an entry in the state two third level 
node difference equation to reflect the gain of nine external nodes upon 
insertion into state one nodes. When the insertion occurs in a third 
19 
level state having two key bottom level nodes and one key bottom level 
node, there are several possibilities. If the insertion into the two 
key bottom level node propagates a key to a two key second level node, 
it would force the creation of new third level nodes. The result would 
vary according to which bottom level node is the target of insertion as 
to which level three state is formed. The probabilities in the target 
states are proportioned as to the fraction of external nodes which re-
sult in the transition to the given state times the number of external 
nodes created by the insertion. The first 28 states are analyzed initi-
ally as to source and target states after insertion for an insertion 
into the left branch and the right branch. Then the remaining 196 
states are analyzed for insertions into the middle, left, and right 
branches and proportioned as to the percentage of external nodes resid-
ing in the second level branch. 
After establishing the difference equations the values are initial-
ized to start iterating by the Power Rule. The Power Rule (7, page 289) 
states that for the sequence of vectors S(k) and S(k+l) where k is the 
number of multiplications and for some matrix A related such that 
S(k) = S(k + 1) *A (3. 1) 
there exist values for the vectors such that 
S(k) = S(k + l) ask+ ro. (3.2) 
This is the eigenvector which is the asymptotic solution. Then the 
transition matrix is mapped with the values of the same state transi-
tions. The same state transition reflects the transition to a given 
state from the previous value of that state for the previous external 
node count. 
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After establishing the initial values for the external node count 
and the probabilities the solution is obtained by iterating. The Power 
Rule does not provide the theoretical basis for the existence of a solu-
tion. The Power Rule does provide a practical means for determining the 
asymptotic solution when there are a large number of states. The con-
vergence values are determined by taking the absolute values of the dif-
ference between the present probabilities and the previous values of 
probabilities. This is done until a limit of iterations has been done 
or until the convergence values are low enough to indicate asymptotic 
convergence. After each iteration the values are analyzed to determine 
the convergence values. 
When the convergence values have been computed, the probabilities 
serve as the asymptotic state probabilities. Each value in the proba-
bilities represents the probability of an insertion occurring in that 
third level tree. The 224 probabilities sum to one and represent the 
left eigenvector corresponding to the eigenvalue of one. These proba-
bi 1 ities reflect the behavior of the third level at the asymptotic state 
for the 224 state classification mode. The data serves as input to 
determine the activity of the trees when a stable level is reached. 
This data serves as input to further analysis of the asymptotic state 
of third level minimum order B-trees. 
Data Structures 
The data structures reduce the intricacy which is introduced with 
analysis of this nature. The second level transitions are known prior 
to this analysis; hence, much of the second level results is integrated 
into the data structures of the third level analysis. The analysis 
done on the third level asymptotic state probabilities represents an 
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extension of work done by Van Doren (6). The analysis represents a 
refinement to include a seven state second level model, whereas the 
analysis by Van Doren was with a six state second level model. The six 
state model does not allow the frequency analysis done by combining 
states three and four. States three and four have six external nodes 
but a state three second level node has two keys and a state four second 
level node has one key. In the seven state model, as was mentioned pre-
viously, there are 224 states. The task of setting up the difference 
equations to correspond to the mapping of the source and target states 
of insertion suggests a more automated approach to the establishment of 
the difference equations. There are a number of data structures used 
in doing this. 
Since the middle branch value represents a mapping of segments of 
28 states, the data structure LRCMB of left and right combinations can 
be used to uniquely determine a given thrid level state. The larger 
branch is on the left with 28 pairs of left-right branches. The left-
right combinations in Figure 12 correspond to the left and right 
branches in the first 28 states. 
LRCMB--LEFT-RIGHT COMBINATIONS OF TWO-LEVEL STATES 
DCL LRCMB(28,2) FIXED BINARY STATIC INITIAL 
(1,1, 2,1, 2,2, 3,1, 3,2, 3,3, 4,1, 4,2, 4,3, 4,4, 
5,1, 5,2, 5,3, 5,4, 5,5, 6,1, 6,2, 6,3, 6,4, 6,5, 
6,6, 7,1, 7,2, 7,3, 7,4, 7,5, 7,6, 7,7); 
Figure 12. Left-Right Combinations of Two 
Level Branches 
The data structure TL-TRANS in Figure 13 contains second level 
transition pairs. It is composed of two data aggregates, TECNT and 
TSPRS. They are mapped together with one value of TECNT corresponding 
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to a pair of values in TSPRS. By specifying the ith row and jth column 
of TECNT, the corresponding value of the transition pair ith row and 
jth column can be referenced. In a state one, second level tree there 
are four external nodes, and insertion into any one of these results in 
the transition to a state two second level tree. TECNT, which reflects 
the number of external node targets in this state transition, has the 
entry, four, and since the transition results in a state two the entry 
in row one and column is the pair two, zero. The zero implies no split 
at the second level. The three column entries for each row corresponds 
to the three possible bottom level nodes possible descending from a 
second level node. In a state two second level tree there are two types 
of bottom level nodes. One type has two keys placed on the left to 
avoid mirror image redundancy, and the other has one key. The two key 
bottom level node in state two has three ·external nodes, hence the entry 
for now two column one in TECNT is three. Insertion in this node forces 
a bottom level split and a state four second level tree, hence the pair 
for row two column one of TSPRS is four, zero. This reflects a transi-
tion to state four and no split at the second level. The second bottom 
level node has two external node targets; therefore, the entry in row 
two column two of TECNT is two. Insertion here results in the transi-
tion to a state three second level tree with no split. The entry in row 
two column two of TSPRS is the pair three, zero. In states three and 
four there are six external nodes, and each results in a transition to 
state five. For state five there are three bottom level nodes: one 
TL-TRANS--TWO-LEVEL STATE TRANSITION INFORMATION 
TECNT--* OF EXTERNAL NODE TARGETS IN TWO-LEVEL STATE TRANSITION 
TSPRS--TRANSITION PAIRS(ZERO FOR RIGHT MEMBER OF PAIR MEANS NO 
SPLIT AT SECOND LEVEL) 
MAXIMUM OF THREE PAIRS FOR EACH TWO-LEVEL STATE 
DCL l TL TRANS STATIC, 
2 TECNT(7,3) FLOAT(l6) INITIAL( 
4.0EO, O.OEO, O.OEO, 
3.0EO, 2.0EO, O.OEO, 
6.0EO, O.OEO, O.OEO, 
6.0EO, O.OEO, O.OEO, 
3.0EO, 4.0EO, O.OEO, 
3.0EO, 3.0EO, 2.0EO, 
(3)3.0EO), 
2 TSPRS(7,3,2) FIXED BINARY INITIAL( 
2,0, 0,0, 0,0, 
4,0, 3,0, 0,0, 
5,0, 0,0, 0,0, 
5,0, 0,0, 0,0, 
1,1,6,0,0,0, 
1,2, 2,1, 7,0, 
2,2, 1,3, 3,1); 
Figure 13. Two Level State Transition Information 
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descending from the left branch with two keys, and the other two have 
one key each. Insertion into the full left branch results in a split, 
24 
a key being propagated, and a second level split. The entry for row 
five column one of TECNT is three corresponding to the number of exter-
nal nodes which result in the transition to two, state one second level 
nodes. The entry for row five, column one of TSPRS is the pair one, 
one. Insertion into any of the other four external nodes results in the 
transition to a state six second level node. Insertion into the left 
branch of a state six second level node results in the transition to 
state one and state two second level nodes. There are three external 
nodes v-1hich cause this transition, hence the entry for row six column 
one in TECNT is three. The entry in TSPRS for row six column one is the 
pair one, two. Insertion into the middle branch of a state six second 
level node results in the transition into a state two and a state one 
second level nodes. There are three external nodes which cause this 
transition, hence the entry for row six column two of TECNT is three. 
The entry in row six column two of TSPRS is the pair two, one. There 
are two external nodes descending from the right branch of a state six 
second level node. Insertion in the right branch results in the transi-
tion to a state seven second level node. Insertion into the left branch 
of a state seven second level node results in the transition to two 
state two second level trees. Insertion into the middle branch results 
in the transition to a state one and a state three second level trees, 
respectively. Insertion into the right branch of a state seven external 
node results in the transition to a state three and a state one second 
level trees. 
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Along with this data structure is the array ETAB (Figure 14), which 
is the number of external nodes descending from the second level states. 
It initializes to the external node counts for state zero to state 
seven. The zero entry is for a null middle branch. The entries for 
states three and four represent the two possible types of second level 
states with six external nodes. 
DCL ETAB(0:7) FIXED BINARY STATIC INITIAL(0,4,5,6,6,7,8,9); 
Figure 14. External Node Counts 
The data structure TRANS-MATRIX in Figure 15 has the data elements 
LINK, STATE, and PROB. This is the state transition model in the form 
of difference equations which are maintained in list form. The first 
224 positions are the list headers for the states. The list heads 
record the same state transitions. 
TRANS-MATRIX--STATE TRANSITION MODEL IN THE FORM OF DIFFERENCE 
EQUATIONS ARE MAINTAINED (IN LIST FORM). THE 
FIRST 224 POSITIONS ARE USED AS LIST HEADERS FOR 
THE 224 EQUATIONS. LIST HEADS ALSO RECORD THE 
SAME STATE TRANSITIONS. 
DCL 1 TRANS-MATRIX(l500) STATIC, 
2 LINK FIXED BINARY, 
2 STATE FIXED BINARY, 
2 PROB FLOAT(l6), 
Figure 15. The Transition Matrix 
The last data structure is the P vector which contains the state 
probabilities. It is the left eigenvector of the state transition 
matrix corresponding to the eigenvalue one. 
The Procedure to Establish the Asymptotic 
State Probabilities 
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The following section describes the actual flow of control used in 
the program to determine the asymptotic state probabilities at the third 
level. The general approach is from Van Doren (6) with a modification 
for a seven state model. The flow diagrams represent in general terms 
the actual procedures invoked. The purpose of this section is to illus-
trate the approach used in establishing these probabilities. 
The first procedure controls the general flow of the program to 
establish the asymptotic state probabilities. The program is organized 
into modules (procedures) each with a distinct function. The concepts 
of modular programming are emphasized through the use of a small driver 
to manage the flow of control. The driver program in Figure 16 initial-
izes the link fields in the transition matrix. Then it calls the rou-
tines GENTl and GENT2 to establish the difference equations for the 
third level. The ADJUST procedure sets up the same state transition 
values. It also establishes the external node count a low value to 
allow for asymptotic convergence. Then control passes back to the 
driver program which calls the ECHECK procedure. The ECHECK PROCEDURE 
determines that the probabilities associated with the transition from a 
given state sum to one. Then control returns to the driver program 
which calls the SOLVE procedure which results in the asymptotic proba-

















Figure 16. Driver Program 
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The GENTl procedure in Figure 17 generates the transitions for 
the first 28 states which have a null middle branch. The driver program 
calls this routine and passes one of the first 28 states. The probabil-
ity of having a particular state is proportioned as a fraction of the 
external nodes which result in a transition to the particular state. 
This is done for an insertion into the left and right branches. The 
resultant transition is placed in the transition matrix. Control re-















The driver program calls the routine in Figure 18 to map the tran-
sitions for the two key third level states. GEtff2 performs insertions 
into any of the existing bottom level nodes descending from a second 
level branch. The resultant tree is mapped to the new third level state. 
Then the probability is proportioned to reflect the percentage of exter-
nal nodes which cause this transition. Then this value is mapped into 
the transition matrix. This is done for each bottom level node and the 
process is repeated for the right and middle branches, and control re-
verts to the driver program. 
Insert into left, 
right, and 
middle branches 
Map resulting third 
level states into 
transition matrix 




The driver program calls the ADJUST procedure in Figure 19 to set 
up the same state transition and also sets the external node count at a 
low value, 30, to allow for convergence by the Power Rule. After pro-
cessing the 224 states, control returns to the driver program~ 
Fix the external 
node count 
Set up same 
state transitions 
Figure 19. The Adjust 
Routine 
Then the driver program calls the ECHECK procedure in Figure 20 
which sums the probabilities associated with invocation of a particular 
state. The sum of the probabilities associated with invoking a given 
state should sum to one. This routine essentially ascertains that the 
difference equations are set up correctly in the sense that they are 
probabilistically consistent in Figure 21. Control resumes to the 
driver program. 
Initialize P vector 
to same state 
transitions 
Add the rema1n1ng 
transition probabilities 
for 224 states 
Output 
P vector 
Figure 20. The Error Check 
Routine 
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Subsequently the driver program invokes the SOLVE routine which 
iterates to a solution by using the Power Rule. Control returns to the 
main program which outputs the results for subsequent analysis. 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF THE THIRD LEVEL PROBABILITIES 
There are various types of analysis that can be performed upon the 
asymptotic probabilities. These probabilities reflect a relative fre-
quency of occurrence for each of the 224 external node states. There 
are some important relationships to be determined about the behavior of 
2-3 trees. The probability of a split at a given level can be deter-
mined given that the previous level has propagated a key forcing the 
split. The probability of a split is determined for all three levels. 
The utilization at the various levels is important to determine the 
efficiency of the asymptotic or third level. Finally, the frequency of 
nodes is determined which descend from one and two key nodes at the 
second level, and one and two key nodes at the first level. The analy-
sis of the asymptotic behavior of 3-2 trees is based on the determina-
tion of the utilization of the available key positions for the nodes, 
the probability of a split for the three levels, and the frequency of 
nodes descending from one and two key parents at the various levels. 
The Utilization 
The utilization is the number of keys in the nodes divided by the 
number of key positions available. The utilization in the subsequent 
section on the results. From Van Doren (6) the utilization can also be 
computed from the probability of splitting by the relationship 
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u(m) = (1 - ps(m))/(2 * ps(m)) 
where u(m) is the utilization for level m, and ps(m) is the conditional 
probability of splitting at level m. The asymptotic probabilities for 
the external node states serve as the input for a measure of the frequen-
cies of occurrence for the various states. Let p(i) be the asymptotic 
probability that an external node is in state i and let n(i) be the num-
ber of external nodes which necessarily occur together in state i. For 
every n(i) such external nodes there will be one three level 2-3 sub-
tree. That is to say 
PlL)_ 
n(lT (4.2) 
represents a relative frequency of occurrence of 2-3 subtrees whose ex-
ternal nodes are in state i. The first 28 states represent subtrees 
with a one key node (null middle branch) at level three. Letting Sl be 
the relative frequency of one key nodes at level three and using Equa-
tion (4.2) 
(4.3) 
The relative frequency, S2, of two key nodes for the third level nodes 
is 
(4.4) 
The utilization is then computed as 
Sl + 2 * S2 
2 * (Sl + S2) . (4.5) 
The numerator in Equation (4.5) represents the relative number of keys 
at level three and the denominator represents the relative number of 
key positions, two for each node. 
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The probabilities of occurrence for the third level serve as input 
to the computation of the utilization at level two because they measure 
the relative frequencies of occurrence. Since each third level state 
represents a unique combination of left, right, and middle branches, the 
third level states can be mapped to the second level. The probabilities 
reflect the frequency of occurrence of that combination of second level 
nodes. The probability of occurrence of a given third level state is 
proportioned to the one or two key second branches by the fraction of 
the external nodes which reside in the specific branch. Each of the 
third level states is decomposed into left, middle and right branches, 
and their relative frequencies are added to the one key sum and the two 
key sum. The analysis concludes for the second level by using the rela-
tionship in Equation (4.5) to determine the utilization at level two. 
The first level is analyzed by taking a given third level state and 
decomposing it into second level states. The second level states are 
decomposed into the number of one key and two key nodes. The number of 
one key nodes is multiplied times the probability of this third level 
classification occurring divided by the external node count. The sum of 
two key nodes is done in a similar manner. After determining the rela-
tive sums for one key and two key nodes at the first level for all 224 
third level states Equation (4.5) is applied to the sums. 
The Probability of a Split 
The asymptotic state probabilities serve as input to the computa-
tion of the probability of a split. The results of the computations of 
the probabilities of splitting are presented in a subsequent section. 
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The probability of a split at a given level implies a key being propa-
gated into this level from a lower level, and that the key is propagated 
into a full node at the given level. The probability of a split at the 
third level implies a split at the second level from a key propagated 
from a level one split since all insertions in a B-tree occur at the 
first level. The analysis of the probability o~ a split at level three 
considers only the full level three nodes and the possibility of a key 
being propagated to them. The probability of a level three split is 
found from the fraction of external nodes causing a level three split 
times the probability of this state occurring. Let Fl be the number of 
external nodes which lead to a level three split, m be the number of ex-
ternal nodes, and p be the probability of state i occurring. The proba-
bility of a three level split is 
2~4 Fl( i) 
l * p(i) 
i=29 n(i) 
(4.6) 
The probability of a split at the second level infers the decompo-
sition of each third level state into its middle, left, and right 
branches. Then the second level states that are full are separated from 
the one key second level nodes. The full second level nodes are decom-
posed into the number of external nodes which descend from full bottom 
level nodes. The fraction of the external nodes from a level three 
state which cause a level two split, F2, is multiplied times the proba-
bility of that state occurring. The equation is 
for state 11 i. 11 The sum represents the probability of a split at level 
two. 
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The level one probability of a split involves the decomposition of 
the level three node into level one state one and two nodes. The frac-
tion of the external nodes from a level three node which descends from 
a two key bottom level node, F3, is multiplied times the probability of 
2I4 F{~F * p(i) (4.8) . 1 n i i= 
this level three state occurring. The sum of these probabilities repre-
sents the probability of a split at level three. 
The Frequency Analysis 
The frequency of keys descending from a given one or two key 
parent, grandparent is computed from the asymptotic state probabilities. 
The frequencies which are given by position in Figure 22 are computed 
by initially decomposing a given third level state into middle, left, and 
right branches. The results of the frequency analysis are presented in 
a subsequent section. To determine the second level frequency of a 
given node descending from a one or two key third level parent, the 
probability of a third level parent is divided by the external node 
count. Each type of second level node is summed with the subsequent 
occurrences of this type. The first level nodes are analyzed as to the 
classifications of one or two key parents and one or two key grand-
parents. Then the first level nodes descending from a given second 
level parent and grandparent are computed by multiplying the precent of 
external nodes in this state times the probability of this state occur-
ring. These are the relative frequencies for each type of first level 
node and the third level state serves as the data to compute the 
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frequencies. The results of the frequency analysis are presented in a 
form which indicates by the relative position the frequency which appears 





























Figure 22. Frequency Representations 
CHAPTER V 
THE RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS 
Once the asymptotic values of occurrence have been computed for the 
224 states, analysis is made of the three levels of nodes. The probabil-
ity of a split at the various levels is determined by knowing the behav-
ior of the various states. The probability of a split represents the 
fraction of the occurrences of a key being propagated from the level 
below the given level into a full node. The probability of a split for 
the various levels is the sum of the products of the probability of 
occurrence of a given two key state under random insertion times the per-
centage of external nodes which would cause a key to be propagated. The 
utilization is the total number of keys divided by two times the number 
of nodes. This is a measure of occupancy which reflects the percentage 
of key slots that are occupied. The data structures are used to avoid 
much of the redundancy of data concerning the states. The logic is the 
facilitation of the relationships with the use of the asymptotic proba-
bilities as the input for the computation for the three levels. 
The first data structure used in the analysis is the probability 
vector, PROB, containing the asymptotic probabilities of occurrence. 
The next data structure in Figure 23 is ETAB, which contains the number 
of external nodes descending from a level two node. The values corre-
spond to state zero, state one, and through state seven. State zero is 
for a null middle branch. The next data structure, EXNDS, in Figure 24 
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is initialized to the nu~ber of external nodes descending from the re-
spective level two state which force a level one split. There is no 
zeroth entry. 
DCL ETAB(0:7) FLOAT(l6) STATIC INITIAL( 
O.OEO, 4.0EO, 5.0EO, 6.0EO, 
6.0EO, 7.0EO, 8.0EO, 9.0EO); 
Figure 23. The External Node Counts 
DCL EXNDS(7) FLOAT(l6) STATIC INITIAL( 
O.OEO, 3.0EO, y.OEO, O.OEO, 
3.0EO, 6.0EO, 9.0EO); 
Figure 24. The External Nodes Descend-
ing from Full Nodes 
The last major data structure in Figure 25 is LRCMB, which initialized 
to contain the possible left and right branch combinations descending 
from a third level node. It is dimensioned 28 by 2 and contains the 
left and right branches of the first 28 third level states. 
DCL LRCMB(28,2) FIXED BINARY STATIC INITIAL( 
l ,l, 2,1, 2,2, 3,1, 3,2, 3,3, 4,1, 4,2, 4,3, 4,4, 
5,1, 5,2, 5,3, 5,4, 5,5, 6,1, 6,2, 6,3, 6,4, 6,5, 
6,6, 7,1, 7,2, 7,3, 7,4, 7,5, 7,6, 7,7); 
Figure 25. The Left-Right Combinations 
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The Procedure in the Third Level Analysis 
These diagrams represent a general flow of the logic to determine 
the probability of a split, the utilization, and determine the frequency 
of nodes in a specific classification. The program is broken into 
modules which accomplish the analysis. The program is controlled through 
a driver program in Figure 26 which invokes the procedures to perform the 
analysis. Initially the driver program reads the probabilities and nor-
malizes the input. Then the driver program calls the procedure to com-
pute the utilization. This procedure computes the utilization and 
performs the frequency analysis. Then control returns to the main pro-
cedure which ends the analysis. 
Norma 1 i ze the probabilities 
PROBAL 
UTILIZZ 
Figure 26. The Driver Program 
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The routine in Figure 27 computes the probabilities for splitting 
at the various levels. It computes the third level probability by de-
composing the full third level nodes into the external nodes which cause 
a level two split beneath the full node. Then the fraction of the nodes 
which a split is multiplied times the probability of the third level 
state occurring. The sum of these probabilities represents the proba-
bility of a split at the third level, which is (to eight digits of accu-
racy) 
.07452526. 
Subsequently the procedure computes the probability of a split at the 
second level. It is done by decomposing each third level state into 
left, middle, and right branches. Then for the full second level nodes 
the external nodes are summed which force a level one split. The frac-
tion of external nodes which cause a level two split is multiplied times 
the probability of the third level state occurring. The sum of these 
probabilities is the probability of a split at the second level, which 
is 
.18207983. 
The probability of a split at the first level is computed by decomposing 
each third level state into the fraction of external nodes descending 
from full level one nodes. Then the percent of external nodes which de-
scend from full bottom level nodes is multiplied times the probability 
of that state occurring. The sum of these probabilities is the probabil-
ity of a split at the first level, which is 
.42857142. 
Then control returns to the driver program. 
I+29 F 
~---..... I+I + l I::;:224 1---'11 
T 
Decompose Ith third 
level into second 
level branches 
Determine the number 
of external nodes 
which cause a 
second level split 
Compute Probability 
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of a split ----
I+l 
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T 
F 
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level state into 
second level branches 
Figure 27. The Probability 
of a Split 
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of a split 
Figure 27. (Continued) 
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The UTILIZZ procedure in Figure 28 computes the utilization for the 
three levels and the frequency of nodes descending from one or two key 
parents and grandparents. The level three utilization is computed by 
determining the relative frequency of one key and two key nodes. Then 
these frequencies are normalized and divided by two, which is the utili-
zation. The utilization at level three is 
.67542867. 
The utilization at level two is computed in a similar manner after deter-
mining the relative frequencies of one and two key nodes at the second 
level. The utilization at level two is 
.67687776. 
After determining the relative frequencies of one and two keys at the 
first level the utilization is computed for the first level. Then the 
relative frequency of nodes descending from one and two key third level 
nodes is computed. The relative frequency of nodes descending from one 
and two key nodes at the third level and one and two key nodes at the 
second level. The subsequent material contains an analysis of the re-
sults. Then the control returns to the main program. 
Frequency Analysis 
The values at the top level in Figure 29 represent the relative 
frequency of each type of third level node (l or 2 key) which were 
determined from the value of the utilization which was known. The fre-
quencies at the second level represent the relative frequencies of a key 
appearing at the second level with one or two keys descending from a one 
or two key parent. The frequencies at the first and second levels were 
normalized for each level, respectively. The frequencies at the bottom 
Compute sum of the 
relative frequencies 
of one and two key 
nodes at third level 
Determine the 





Compute sum of the 
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Figure 28. (Continued) 
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.3508572 
.34876393 .20349643 .29748055 .15025910 




level represent the relative frequencies of a key appearing at the first 
level descending from a one or two key parent and a cone or two key 
grandparent. For example, the relative frequency of nodes at the bottom 
level which has a one key grandparent, a two key parent, having one key 
is 1.7799137£-01. 
To analyze how the distribution of one key and two key nodes at 
level i is dependent on the parent type at level i + 1, the following 
ratios were established. The reciprocals were included so that the re-
sults can be used for inferences from level i + 1 to level i, as well as 
the inferences of the relationships from level i to level i + 1. 
1. The ratio of the frequency of the first level nodes with one 
key descending from one key third level nodes and one key second level 




or .54321876. The reciprocal is 1.8408789. 
2. The ratio of the frequency of first level nodes with one key 
descending from a two key third level node and a one key second level 
node over the frequency of a one key second level node with a two key 
third level parent is 
. 16794697 
.29748055 
or .56456454. The reciprocal is 1.7712766. 
3. The ratio of the frequency of first level two key nodes descend-
ing from a third level one key node and a second level one key node over 
the frequency of one key second level nodes with one key parents is 
. 10689166 
.34876393 
or .30648714. The reciprocal is 3.2627796. 
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4. The ratio of the frequency of first level two key nodes descend-
ing from a two key third level node and a one key second level node over 




or .28514138. The reciprocal is 3.5070321. 
5. The ratio of the frequency of first level one key nodes descend-
ing from a one key third level node and a second level two key over the 




or .87466581. The reciprocal is 1.1432938. 
6. The ratio of the frequency of first level one key nodes descend-
ing from a third level two key nodes and a second level two key node 
over the frequency of two key second level nodes having a two key third 
level parent is 
.13127322 
.15025910 
or .87364572. The reciprocal is 1.1446287. 
7. The ratio of the frequency of first level nodes with two keys 
descending from third level one key nodes and second level two key nodes 
.. 
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over the frequency of two key second level nodes having a one key third 
level parent is 
.081376800 
.20349643 
or .39989301. The reciprocal is 2.5006688. 
8. The ratio of the frequency of a first level to key node de-
scending from a third level two key node and a second level two key node 




or .40091318. The reciprocal is 2.4943056. 
Furthermore, since the third level states have no bearing on the 
analysis of the first level frequencies given a second level of fre-
quency, the number of states can be reduced from eight to four with these 
values for the frequencies shown in Figure 30. Subsequently, the follow-
ing ratios are established: 
1. The ratio of one key nodes with a one key parent relative fre-
quency over the relative frequency of second level one key nodes is 
.35740208 
.64624448 
or .55304469. The reciprocal is 1.8081721. 
2. The ratio of two key level one nodes with one key parents rela-
tive frequency over the relative frequency of second level nodes is 
.19171567 
.64624448 
or .29666121. The reciprocal is 2.9666121. 
Second Level 
First Level 
. 646244481 ( l key) . 353755531 (2 key) 
.3574020801 (1 key) j.191715671 (2 key) . 309264591 ( l key) I. 141617651 (2 key) 
Figure 30. Second Level to First Level Frequencies 
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3. The ratio of one key level one nodes relative frequency over 
the relative frequency of second level nodes one key nodes is 
.30926459 
.35375553 
or .8742352. The reciprocal is 1.1438604. 
4. The ratio of two key level one nodes relative frequency over 
the relative frequency of second level two key nodes is 
.14161765 
.35375553 
or .40032632. The reciprocal is 2.4979621. 
To illustrate what these relationships mean, if the second level 
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frequency for one key nodes was given, the first level frequency for one 
key nodes can be determined by multiplying by the reciprocal of this 
state, 1.8081721, by the given second level frequency. Also, the fre-
quency of two key level one nodes can be computed by multiplying the 
given frequency by the reciprocal for that state, 2.9666121. Therefore, 
if given the frequency of one key or two key nodes at the second level, 
predictions can be made for the frequency of one key and two keys at 
the first level. 
The following ratios have been established from the level one fre-
quency over the level three frequencies for one and two keys. 
I. For One Key at the Third Level 
A. With One Key at the Second Level 
1. Having one key at the first level, the ratio of the 
level one frequency to the level three frequency is 
. 18945511 
. 64914-28 
or .29185428. The reciprocal is 3.4263674. 
2. Having two keys at the first level, the ratio of the 
level one frequency to the level three frequency is 
.10689166 
.6491428 
or .16466586. The reciprocal is 6.0729042. 
B. With Two Keys at the Second Level 
1. Having one key, the ratio of the level one frequency 
to the level three frequency is 
. 17799137 
.6491428 
or .27419447. The reciprocal is 3.6470465. 
2. Having two keys at the first level, the ratio of the 
level one frequency to the level three frequency is 
.081376800 
.6491428 
or .12536039. The reciprocal is 7.9770013. 
I I. For Two Keys at the Second Leve 1 
A. With One Key at the Second Level 
1. Having one key, the ratio of the level one frequency 
to the level three frequency is 
. 16794697 
.3508512 
or .47867613. The reciprocal is 2.0890951. 
2. Having two keys, the ratio of the level one frequency 




or .24176222. The reciprocal is 4.1362955. 
B. ~Jith Two Keys at the Second Leve 1 
1. Having one key at the first level, the ratio of the 
level one frequency to the level three frequency is 
. 13127322 
.3508572 
or .37414999. The reciprocal is 2.6727249. 
2. Having two keys at the first level, the ratio of the 
level one frequency to the level three frequency is 
.060240854 
.3508572 
or .17169621. The reciprocal is 5.8242403. 
These ratios are established from the level two frequencies over 
the level three frequencies for one and two keys. 
A. For One Key at the Third Level 
1. Having one key at the second level, it is 
.34876393 
.6491428 
or .53726842. The reciprocal is 1.861267, 
After Normalizing .63152082. 
2. Having two keys at the second level, it is 
.20349643 
.6491428 
or .31348484. The reciprocal is 5. 1899469, 
After Normalizing .36847914. 
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B. For Two Keys at the Third Level 
1. Having one key at the second level, it is 
.29748055 
.3508572 
or .84786787. The reciprocal is 1. 179429, 
After Normalizing .66440519. 
2. Having two keys at the second level, it is 
. 15025910 
.3508572 
or .42826283. The reciprocal is 2.3350146, 
After Normalizing .3355948. 
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The following diagram (Figure 31) represents the relative frequen-
cies in a different manner. The pair of nodes descending from a given 
node from the previous diagram have been summed, and each node in this 
diagram represents the percent in one key and two key nodes. The node 
to the left is a one key and to the right is a two key node. This 
establishes the tendency of the ratio of one key nodes to the two key 
nodes at 2 to 1, the percent being in one key nodes is approximately 
65 percent and in two key nodes is 35 percent. 
The frequencies for the third level were established by the follow-
ing computation using known relations. Since the utilization for level 
three is known, the relative frequency for one and two key nodes at the 
third level can be computed from the utilization. The utilization is 
the number of keys ( ) 
2 ti mes the number of nodes 5 · l 
Let the number of nodes per level be nds. The number of keys is the 
number of one key nodes per level plus two times the number of two key 
.6491428 
.63152085 .36847915 .66440520 






nodes per level. Let the number of one key nodes be ONEKYNOS and the 
number of two key nodes be TWOKYNOS, then the utilization is equal to 
ONEKYNOS + 2 * TWOKYNOS 
2 * NOS 
Furthermore, for a given level this relation holds: 
ONEKYNOS + TWOKYNOS = l 
NOS NOS . 
Hence, 
TWOKYNOS = l _ ONEKYNOS 
NOS NOS 
Utilizat'on = ONEKYNOS + (TWOKYNDS) 
1 2 * NOS NOS 
Ut .1. t" ONEKYNDS + l ONEKYNDS 





= l _ ONEKYNOS (5.6) 
2 * NOS . 
The relative frequency of one key nodes at the third level is 
ONEKYNOS 
NDS 
Solving for this, knowing the utilization, 
ONEKYNDS = l - 67542867 
2 * NOS . 
ONEKYNOS _ .3245714 
2 * NOS -
ONEKYNOS _ .6491428 NDS -
TWOKYNDS = l _ ONEKYNOS 
NDS NDS 




To apply these relationships to the second level would imply use of the 
utilization for level two which is .67687776 
and 
ONEKYNDS (LEVEL TWO = 
2 * NOS LEVEL TWO l - .67687766 
= .32312234 
ONEKYNDS (LEVEL TWO = 
NOS LEVEL TWO .64624468 (5.9) 
TWOKYNDS (LEVEL TWO = 35375538 
NOS LEVEL TWO . (5.10) 
This compares with the cumulative frequencies for the second level which 
are .6462448, for one key, and .35375553 for two keys. 
With the level one utilization .66, the node frequency is .66 for 
one key nodes and .33 for two key nodes from computation using the uti-
lization. From the sums of the one key frequency and two key frequen-
cies determined from the asymptotic probability analysis, the node 
frequencies for one key nodes is .66666667 and for two key nodes is 
.33333332 with some degree of roundoff error. 
The following computation in Figure 32 is based on using the sum 
of the probabilities at the asymptotic state for the first 28 states to 
establish the relative frequency of the one key third level state and 
the rest of the probabilities of the remaining third level states for 
the two key third level relative frequency. 
I. For One Key at the Third Level 
A. With One Key at the Second Level 
1. Having one key at the first level over the one key 
level three probability the ratio is 
.55701354 .44298646 
.34866393 .20349643 .29748055 






or .34012657. The reciprocal is 2.9400819, 
After Normalizing .34092137. 
, 
2. Having two keys at the first level over the one key 
level three probability, the ratio is 
. 10689166 
.55701354 
or .19190136. The reciprocal is 5.2110104, 
After Normalizing .19234979. 
B. With Two Keys at the Second Level 
l. Having one key at the first level over the one key 
level three probability, the ratio is 
.17799137 
.55701354 
or .31954585. The reciprocal is .31294413, 
After Normalizing .32029256. 
2. Having two keys at the first level over the one key 
level three probability, the ratio is 
.081376800 
.55701354 
or .14609483. The reciprocal is 6.8448691, 
After Normalizing .14643622. 
I I. For Two Keys at the Thi rd Leve 1 
A. Hith One Key at the Second Level 
1. Having one key at the first level over the two key 




or .379121438. The reciprocal is 2.6376568, 
After Normalizing .37801626. 
2. Having two keys at the first level over the two key 
level three probability, the ratio is 
.084824016 
.44298646 
or .19148218. The reciprocal is 5.222418, 
After Normalizing .109225. 
B. With Two Keys at the Second Level 
1. Having one key at the first level over the two key 
level three probability, the ratio is 
.13127322 
.44298646 
or .29633686. The reciprocal is 3.374538, 
After Normalizing .29547071. 
2. Having two keys at the first level over the two key 
level three probability, the ratio is 
.060240854 
.44298646 
or .13598802. The reciprocal is 7.3535889, 
After Normalizing .13559054. 
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CHAPTER VI 
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
The values in Figure 33 are the results of the computations to 
detennine the probability of a split, the conditional probability of a 
split, and the utilization. 
The Probability of a Split 
Level 3 .077452526 
Level 2 
Leve 1. 1 
. 18207983 
.42857142 
The Conditional Probability of a Split 












The conditional probability of a split is computed from the probability 
of splitting at each level. The conditional probability of a split is 
the probability of a split at level i given a random key being propa-
gated from level i-1. The conditional probability of a split at level 
1 is equal to the level 1 probability of a split. At level 2 the 
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conditional probability of a split is the quotient of the probability 
of a split at level 2 divided by the probability of a split at level 1. 
The conditional probability of a split at level 3 is computed as the 
quotient of the probability of a split at level 3 divided by the level 
2 probability of a split. This suggests but does not prove inferences 
about the behavior of each level upon propagation of a key. 
With the asymptotic probabilities the third level analysis 
determined behavioral characteristics of 2-3 trees. For the relative 
frequency of having to perform a reorganization at the third level, a 
reorganization is necessary after ten insertions on the average or 
approximately for about 7.45 percent of the insertions. A second level 
reorganization is necessary after every five insertions or for 18.2 per-
cent of the insertions force a second level split. A first level split 
occurs for 42.8 percent of the insertions. This implies the norm for 
maintenance at the asymptotic state. 
The utilization is a measure of the efficiency for the use of the 
relative key space. Roughly two-thirds of the key space is occupied in 
each of the three levels. The frequency analysis establishes this rela-
tion by normalizing the descendents from a given node. For a given node 
the descendents are approximately 64 in one key nodes and 36 in two key 
nodes. The nodes are proportioned to the one key and two key nodes 
throughout the three levels analyzed. 
It is hoped that this research will aid in the determination of the 
favorableness of the use of 2-3 trees for the storage of data. 
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I='IDICES. 
L Lt:F f t1~~N:H. 
LNE.iL,L:.E..i< fH~ ,'lf:>i LEFf ~R.4.';CHES FR::JH A TRANS!TIQN. 
LR THE UWi:X FOR A GIVEN PAIR OF LEFT AND RIGHT CO.~iHNATiJNS. 
1-1 THE .>;!ClDl:O BR-4.'-lCH. 
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RNE~L.RNE~R THE ~EW Rl~HT BRANCH. 
SUM THE SJM CF THE PRJ8AB[LlTIES USED TO NOR~ALIZE THE 
ZERO 
PROBA3Z LifY VECT:JR .. 
THE VALUE LERO. 
!••••••• ~EG[N GLO~AL oarA SfRUCTJRE5 •••••••/ 
OCL LRC.-13(23,Zl FIXED d[l,ARY STAf!C !N!T!Al. ( 
lrlr Z,l, 2r21 3.,1, 3,2., 3.,3, 4,1, 4r21 4.,3, 4,4, 
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(3i3.0E·Jl, 
2 TSP>\S(7,3,2l FIXED BINARY IN!Tl~l( 
2,0" o.o. o,o, 
4,(), 3,0. o.o. 
5,0, 0,0, O,O, 
s,o, o,o. Q,Q, 
lr 11 6.,0,. 0.,0., 
1, 2,. z. l. 7,;J, 
2,2. 1,3, 3,1); 
D::L ET:.Cl(·):7) F!XEO 8!.';ARY STATIC INITIAL!0,4,5,6,o,7,8,9); 
DCL l TR.\N_."l,0.fR[X(l50Jl STArIC, 
2 l[NK FIXEJ ~I~~KY, 
2 ST~fE FIXEU B[N!RY, 
2 PR.l.Hl Fl'~.\TCl6l, 
AV.\!L F!Xc0 oi.'JAKY SfAf[C INITIAL(225l; 
DCL PC22 1tl FUJAT(l6l ST•\TlC; 
/*C~**~* ENO GLORAL OECL~QAf lJNS *******/ 
/~ [NJ~XI~G VAR{l3L~S FCK ~~IN ?RGGRA~ */ 
OCL (K,!,L,H,~,LRl FlXEJ 8C~A~Y STATIC; 
I* 
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IN!TlAL!lE THE FIRST 2Z4 POSITION FOR THE E~UATION HEADERS. 
*I 
DO K=l TO 224; 
I• USc CIRCULAR L!Srs *' 
L[Nr:.t,;) = K; STATE(;() = K; PROB[K) = J.CEO; 
END; 
I* CENE~ATE TRANS[T!ONS FROM STATES l TO 28 */ 
on ,;. = t r c 2 s ; 
CALL GENfl (Kl ; 
E'40; 
/* G:ONE~ATE T.<.A·'lSIT!ONS FROM STATcS 29 TO 224 */ 
00 K = z<; TtJ 224; 
CALL GE''Jf2(Kl; 
ENO; 
I* ADJUST ECUAT!ONS FOR THE SAME STATE TRANSITION. EXTERNAL NODE 
CCUNf ON TRANSITION ANJ FIXED TOTAL EXTERNAL NOOE COUNT *I 
CALL A OJ UST; -
CALL ECr!ECK( Pl; 
I* !TE~ATE E~UAflONS TO CONVERGENCE •I 
CALL SCLVE (Pl; 
/" OUf?UT SULUf!OC< VECTCR FOR FURTHER PROCESSING*/ 
/-*'PUT FILE (PUNCH) EJ!T(;>J t COL(l),(3)E(Z5,l5)J; *I 
1~ 
PUT FILE (PUNCH) EO!T(Pl (C0L(LJ,t3lE(25,l5ll; 
*I 
RETU'<'i; 
!••••••• 3EG!N SUPPCRT!NG INTERNAL PROCEDURE *••••••/ 
I* 
THI§ ROUTl~E DETER~INES THE STATE F~C~ THE LEff, RIGHT, ANO MIDDLE 
S~AN:~Es JF THE frl[~D LEVEL NOOE. 
*I 
MAP: PROCEDUNE!M.L,Rl REruR~S(FIXEO d!NA:i:Y); 
ClCL ( M, L, .~) FIXEO B!NA,>.Y; 
I* MAP ~.L,R fR!?LE !NfJ A 3RD LEVEL STATE IDtNT!FIER •/ 
RET.J 0,o:(Z3•M > (L*!L-11 l/2 ~ R) ; 
E:-.OD MAP; 
I* 
THIS ROUf!NE GENERATES STATE TRANS!fllJN FJR STATES l TU 28 FJR THBO LEVEL 
N:::DES HAV("G ONE r-.EY. T-lE EXIE<{~j.\L ~<:ll>E :ouNT IS NOT !NCLUOEO IN THIS 
SECM2:'1r UF THE CO''oPJr.H!OC; ':OR ARE THE SA'H' STATE TRA."SITIONS. 
*I 
Ga.;Tt: P:<JC~UUP.E!l); 
DCL ( ECuU.'H, PROB l FLOAT ( 1!'> I; 
DCL (!,LR,RL,!T,M,L,K,l<l FIXED BINARY 




DO K = l T 0 2: 
LR. = L RC Mo ( [ , « l ; R L LRCM(l([,3-10; 
DETE~~!NE THE EXTERNAL NODE CJUNT FRO~ THE EXTE~NAL NODES 
or:sci:.-.oI'\Hj FR~JM THE LEf-T ANO RIGMT BRA~CHES. 
EC.Ou~.r = ETAo(L;l.) +ETA:l(P.LI; 
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STMT LEVEL NEST ELOC~ MLVL SOURCE TEXT 
36 2 l 
37 2 2 
38 2 2 
39 2 2 
40 2 2 
41 2 2 
42 2 2 










57 2 1 
58 2 l 
60 2 l 
62 2 l 
63 2 2 
64 2 2 
65 2 2 
66 2 l 
67 2 
68 2 l 
69 2 l 
7l 2 1 
73 2 l 
74 /. 2 
75 2 2 
76 z 2 








































DO IT= l TO 3 1.Hll.E( TSPR~(LR.IT,ll>Ol; 
M = TS?RSCLR,!T,2l; 
L = MAX! TSPRS !L'l, If ,1) ,RU 
R = :iPd TS?K$( LR.IT ,l) ,RU 
PRU~• TECNf(LR,Ifl/ECJUNT 
MAP THE TRANSITIONS ONTO THE TRANSITlON MATRIX. 






THIS ROUTINE GENERATES STATE TRANSITIONS JPON INSERTION FJR STATES 29 TO 
224 FJR TH[RO LEVEL NOJES HAVIN: TWO JEYS. THE EXTERNAL NODE COUNT IS 
NOT INCLUDED NOK ARE THE SAME STATE TRANSTIGNS. 
*I 
GENTZ: P~CCEOURE!!l; 
0Cl ECOUNT FL0Af (l6l; 
DCL U'l·,L,R,l,!T,RNE>iL,LNEWR,LNE>;L,RNEWRl FIXED BINARY, 
PROo FLGAT(l6l, lE~J F!XEJ BINA?.Y SHTIC lNITlALIOI: 
,,,. 
"' 
I* co~PUTE ~.L,R ACCOKD[NG ro I ., 
M = ( l-ll /2:l; IF M=O THE·'' RETURN; 
LR= "ICD(!-l,2tll+l; L = UCX!:l!LR,LJ; R 
OETE~~ IN E THE EXTERNAL NODE COUNT. 
ecnuNT = ETAB(Ml•Ef.\d(L) + ETAB!RJ; 
I* USE '1 '>/ 
00 IT = l T::J 3 WHILEITSPRSIM, IT, ll>Ol; 
PRCitl • TECNf(M,!Tl/ECOJNT; 
LRC'1B (LR,2 J; 
R.';E,1L = TS?RSU1.1r.u: LNE~R = TS?RS('1,!f,2l; 
IF LNE~R =Q THEN CALL T~ATX!"IA?!RNEWL,L,RJ,l,PROal; 
EL SE 





/" USE L*/ 
00 IT = l TO 3 wHILEtTSPRSIL.IT.ll>OI; 
PROB: TECNflL.!fl/ECUJNf; 
L'IEWL = TSPRS(L,IT,l); RNEWL = TSPl<S!L,lT,21; 
IF RNEWL=O THEN CALL TMATXI."IAP(M,'1AX(L.'IEWL,RI ,MINI LNEWL,Rl) ,I ,PROB! 
EL SE 
DO; /fl. JRO-LEVEl SPUT */ 
CALL T."IATX(MAPI lE?.J,MA)((;~,RJ,MIN!M,i!.l l, [,PROB); 
CA LL f MAT X ( il.\P ( ZtRU, MAX ( LNE ..;L, RNE;; LI , Ml N( LNEWL, RNEWL l) , I , PR UBI ; 
. E'lU: 
ENO: 
I* USE ~ "I 
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PROf\ = TECNTCR.,ITJ/ECOU'IT; 
LNE..;R = TSP9.S(R,[T,l); RNE<iR=TSPfl.S(~,!T,2l; 
IF RNEWR~O THEN CALL TMATX(MAP(M,MAX(L,LNEWRJ,M!N(L,LNEW~)),!,PRO~l 
EL SE 
DC; I* 3;>.!J-L VEL SPL If *I 
CALL TM..TX( A?(Zt:RQ,MAX(M,ll ,1-IIN(M,Ll l,!,P;>.QSJ; 






THIS ?-OUT!NE IOPS THE TRANS!TIO.'IS FRO'I THE SJURCE STATE TO TrlE TARGET 
ST A TE. 
*' TMATX: PKOCED.JRE (!TRAN,!, P'l.OSXl; 
fJCU IfRA,\l,I ,Kl FIXED BINARY, PROBX FLOATCl6l; 
I* 
!TRAN - TARGET STATE OF TRA~S!T!ON 
l - SOU'<C:: STATE CF TRAi,srnmi 
PKoqx - ?~Cal81L!TY Of TRASSIT!CN 
ENf~il. ([ ,P?.UtlXl INrtJ THE EQUAT [ON UST FOR STATE ITRA'l 
*I 
DCL PREV f[XEO S!N.l.RY; 
PREV ~ l TRAN; 
K ; l [ '!K ( l TR.A~) ; 
DO AH!LE !K-.= !TK!.~J); 
IF !=5T.l.Tc(Kl THEN 
OJ; I* ALLOW FOK DUPLICATES DUE TO !DEN!CAL TWIN SPLIT •I 
PKOcilKl ~ PROSlKl ~ PROl:IX; RETU'<N; 
E.ND; 
IF I< STATE! Kl TH EN G 0 T 0 INSERT; 
PP,E_V = K: 
K = LI ;,K(lO; 
E~lD: 
!NSEKT: 
!F AIJA!L > 1500 TrlEN 
OO; PUT SK!? L!Sf!'***LIST MATRIX OVE~FLOW*••"l: STOP; ENO; 
l[NKlAVA!Ll = K; 
L!NK(PREV) =AVAIL; 
PROalAVAlll = PRUBX; STATElAVAILl = !; 




SET UP S~ME SfATE TR~NS!TION PROHA~[LITIES AND ADJUST THE REST FOR 
EXTc"..',.l.L CCLJ,'ITS FJR TA".GET STATE. 
F[X TOT.:.L EXTER~UL ~.ooE CGUNT AT i<EA5!}NABLY LOW V.'.LUE !30l iO ASSURE 
REA~J~A~LE CCNVtRGENCf RAfE FOR DETERMl~lNC LEFT EIGENVECTOR ( 
ASY"!?f,lf!C ST.HE PRUllA3!Llfl!:Sl. 
"I 
AOJUST: ?~OC EJU::\E; 
DCL (!,"!,L,R,LR,Kl FIXED Sl.'IAP.Y, EC)U'lT FLOATll6l; 
DO l=l TO 224; 
5 
'-.! __, 
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M • ( I-ll/28; LR•HCO( {-1,28)+1; L = l~CM8(LR,ll; R=LRC.'1B(LR,2l; 
ECCUNT = ETAolll ~ ETA3(R) + ETAo(Hl; 








'" CHE:K TO SEE THAT THE PROBAol[T!ES OF TRANSITION FROM GIVEN STATE 
(!NCL:JOll\IG SA.v.E SfATE) ADJ TO l.O 
"' ECiicCK: PROCEuURE (Pl; 
OCL D(«) FLG.\T(ll>),{l,K) FIXED alNA<l.Y; 
I* !NI T!AL !LE TO SAME Sf ATE*/ 
00 l = l TO 224; 
PC ll = PROB( il; 
END: 
I* ADD IN THE RE~AIN!NG TRANSITION PROBA8L!TIES */ 
DO !=l TO 22',; 
K = L l NK (I l; 
DO W H I L c ( K ~= I l ; 
p [ s r AT E ( K J ) = p ( s r ATE ( K) ) +PRO 8 I K l ; 
K : l l NK (Kl; 
END; 
E'<D; 
PUT P"-Cc usr1•co ... s!STENCY CHECK'); 




THIS ROUTINE OETE~Ml~ES A SOLUTION. 
*I 
SJLVE: PKJC=uuRe{P); 
DCL (?(*),Q(224ll FLG.'.Tll6l, (P_lN!flAL, CONVl FLOATC16); 
)CL (I ,J,Kl F!XD 6l.'1ARY; OCL SUM FLDAT!l6); 
/*CEf LIST(Pl;*//~ !N!rlAL!lE TO INITIAL ESTIMATE"/ 
I* NCR~Al!ZE EST!~ATE */ 
SU"'I = P { ti ; 
DO l=Z TO 22'•; 
SU'i = SUM+Pl!l; 
END; 
00 C=l TO 224: 
P( ll = Pl ll/S'JM; 
ENO; 
00 I= l T 0 10; 
D') J=l TO 50; 
CALL l TEF(f>,Q,CD:·lVl; 
CALL lTERIO, P, CJNV); 
E ~io: 
P•Jr PAGF LISTI 'CONVERGENCE VALUE',CONVl; 
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THIS OUT!NE CO'\PUTES NE~ P~CBAB!L!Tl~S F~OM THE R LATION THAT THE 
PRCDU T OF THE PREVIOUS A?P~OX!HAT!ON A~J THE TRA~ T!JN ~AT~IX 
DETEi-: !Ne THE NE>I ,J.?Pi':OX! '\,J.f!ON FOR THE PROtlA~IL!T VECTOR. 
*I 
I TER: PRC(. EJURE { POUl, P.'JE',1,LONV l; 
DCL (P~Jl·J("'),?~<i''.H*l l FLOAf( 16), (CO.'IV,PSUMl FLCAT(l&l; 
LlCL ([,J,Kl FIXEJ 8[1<:.:H; 
CONV = O.Ofr); 
DO != l TC 224: 
PSU'~ = P?.Oa([l*POLD!Il; 
K=LlN!\([); 
DJ fl H l l E ( K ~~ l l ; 
J = STAfc(Kl; 
?S~~ = PSUM•?ROS(Kl*POLD(J); 
K = L l .\JK ( K l ; 
E, .... ,. ... v ~ 
P\JE~lll = PSU~; 
CONV = CONV•ABSIPOLD(IJ-PSU~l; 
END; 
RE ruR~J; 
E!'ID IT ER; 
!••••••• END SUPPORflN~ INTERNAL PROCEDURES *******/ 
E.'W S2_3L3; 


















9 .99S•'9999'i9-J9')')9 E-G l 
9.9999999-J9999~~dE-Jl 
9.s99s9999g9gs;9sE-Jl 
'J.9999'l99999'l99'19 E-0 L 
9.99999S999~99999E-'.ll 
9.99G99'J9SSS19009E-Ol 
9 .. 999~TJ999'Jg~g.:;9 E-Jl 
9.9~SS9S199S99999E-Ol 
9.99S<J997999'-l'i9'J9E-:) l 












9. 'l 9SS<)9'J'J99999S 9 f-!) l 
9 .S'JS99'1999S'J99'J<l E-J l 
9.~q9999999999~JSE-Jl 
9.~9SS9~9909•;99SdE-Jl 
9-99S9'YJ999999990 E-J l 
9.g9~SSS99999~S98E-Ol 
9. 9 999999 99 <;99c, 99 E-0 l 
9.9999999~99999~9E-Ol 
9. 99S<J S9 99999S99 8E- :J l 

























































































































































































3. 68381865181013 7 E-JZ 
L.585754J24772076E-JZ 
6.057;455l3D700oJE-03 
5.02 3H59 35562 P9 3 E-J3 
l ... 07666l394365222E-C2 
l.C007009db64JOJ3E-J2 




5. E8677 3325l61lnE-J3 
l.~OLSS0lZ4~022ldE-J3 
3.7569t03361262~4E-J3 
3 • 54990'•6 0 l 5J6C2Q E- 0 3 
6.t334g'J335656~74E-J4 
3. 82 505 l Jd'.l<,6~53 7 E-03 
2. 37 514 52 BS04S56 g E-0 3 
3.57L7B703~64l4l3E-J3 
t.92l24C9666799l0c-03 









3 • 92 ii2 2 94 lat-. 7 3 r,. 2 3. E- J 3 
2. lgJ,)·)G67.:,J2556CE-~~3 
6 .20213540 796 7 l34 E-J4 
5. 591 ll l46l'•69213E-J4 
7.453LS9770366L65E-04 
l.01·~326165..'.,43345 E-JJ 





5. 3 7 5 o 2 5 3 6 16 8 o % 5 E-J 5 
l.662376991544104E-04 
1.6774202515143llE-J4 






J.11212s601s 12 r<JaE-03 
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Z. l2-0'il 5<;3S544627E-03 
4.4Z/292l2d4433J4E-04 








3 .. 359')6 770JJ L45oOE-04 
9.490S634q539~QjQE-04 
t. 0)465 Zt'31552 l64E-03 










l .. 4CL5d6:'."t:)84023 79E-0.2 
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3. o 6 2 l O 2 6 l 14 7 Z 9 J 9E - o 4 
t.56J4930Jl5189J6E-04 
L.18 759l l 730024J4E-03 












2. 29 3 l 9 5 1 5 5 l l 3 9 5 6 E - J2 
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2.0759lB0135CY746E-JZ 
1. 069Vii 3G365596'lc-'J2 
l.52253031759d332E-J2 
7.74326311/9l7l53E-03 
l. 89 i lll03l 7J452 85E-03 
2. 31 l14 l'l839S0629E-J4 
6.13 748978<,6c>o37DE-J3 













9. 134c)9322L3 7438JE-Q4 
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3 .43 7096305 l 9'379%-02 
4.9 l 72544 2 l [ 1.9 37 4!:-J3 
3.6S8396745242Sl4E-J2 
l. So 5 7 6.; 5 79 l 7 -J 3 l IE- J2 
6. 05733 ~OJ:1J l 322'7 E-:.3 
5.0233533773~d0~~~-J3 
l .. Olbt ~·~J B27 3567 :JE-J.2 
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l- 74226267J0919')52-J3 
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5. 836 739911 L356 l6 00-)3 
l.9'.)t87l98102536Jr:-J3 
3. /56375Z.l8J05t66C-J3 






5. llOl 73ltCS/72G3c-J.'., 
l. 3 l 23 3 7 2 12 ~ 2 12 3'; :=-- J .. 
l .. f::. 3 3 7 -i t 5 lr .11 0 l 1 b 7 E- J 3 
1. 122'!53 3'l3S',25J7E-JO 
z. 4692136'!463 J3a o f-J 1 
l.281Bo69o35ld0i~E-J3 
2. 09'-J~6 7 d 83S.-3Jd.? 3C-'.J4-
l • 2 2 0 1) l+ 7 tt 9 () Yl t 1 3 7 ~ J 3 
4 .. 332J2q53Q·j L16:"/ 1=--J.;. 
3.92Sl3'l013L4~022€-03 
2 • l 9 c 0 l 1) 4 :Tu 5 2 d 3 _).:; E- J 3 
6. 20Zt•t35Sl46JS IOE-J'-1-
5 • 59 17813 6 5 2 4 d 2 l 3 E- J 4 
7.458C0269931135'5E---J~ 
t. o i 4 3 t c z s J cl.'.> ; z ') r c-- )3 
1. 79 3 :, ta z 4 n 5.;. 3'> z ::- J 4 
4.338515734918775C-J4 
2.~07727127B99.J37E-:4 
l . <. 5 2 o g z 3 d D 4 1 37 s ::- a s 
1. 02540 22Scl520t C9C-.J.;. 
5.37503l0130l940GE-J5 
1. 6624022 l 70J5o 3 3 E-Jt. 
l. 87745939"1305.'.,<.ZE-04 

















































2.0 l9JO 7J'J 796o:l57E-02 
9. 72l67'J<.317'i:)bl~E-J3 










6. 7C1.'ll 339<.532 l52E-J3 
l.7l22200ti5d9~209E-03 
3.25;~3J53;9~5306E-J4 





l. 4 t lg 9 7 3 Z 7 !,,_ 4 7 91dE-J3 
J.9J963g67404527JE-04 
3.909 ll fZJ 72l 7'd3E-J3 
2.12069':i5l 36273l 3E-J3 
4.4273tqlJ5776S30~-J4 
1,,. .. 0 9 7 ·3 2 3 Sq 2 l 1 d 7 5 l E -0 4 
2.31764J0~16d7463!"-0l 
3 .. Q 1230 22l20d4-359C-03 
2 .. 0 /Tt) l.~ l l 0 If) 3 5 0 2. 3 0 t:-J 3 
t.1041s1si..2s113rc-o3 
6.5943445J2297631E-04 






l. 24020 2ll4l 71152E-04 
9.073469150093440(-05 


























































l. 89 l lo3 73742d731.E-~ 3 
2. 3l lOJ 7D02 76%19E-O<. 
6.137432475561935~-03 
2.793395432379727E-J3 












9. t349J6 74') ljCJ i..04E.-Cl4 
5.300~L;952153061E-J4 
l.997l4lOL573574iE-05 
2 .. 065'553Jod 55231~ E-03 
9. 14C}316h·3tt~2s: .. a·E:-04 
2.32Bl27677754419E-03 
















3 .437096il 0510403 0 E-02 
4.91725442L65483BE-03 
3 - &8 s 3 9 6 7 4 5 66 77 6 0 E-- J 2 
l. 5tl57645l93~1437E-J2 
6.057338J0342Z035E-:3 
5 .. 023d51:1771J39172E-J3 
1. 07666 !,J.~ 3 736 715 <O-J2 
l.C006~~4S33150~3E-J2 
4 • S 3 2 5 o 96 6 h 9 J I'\ 2 E- J 3 
2. 39 79l 760"3324C34E- )3 
l. 7422A2669,J,J03?. JE--J3 
2.1os29z501;;0t11a E-.::s 
5 .. '3 ~ 6 7 3 'J g 7 0 2 5 6 t 1 l -E- J J 
l.9018719Bl461746E-J3 
3 .. l56d7522'~:52:J9J2E-J3 
3.54S9625J6Jd366JE-J3 
6. 13 34438 3066 5;9J c--:) 4 
3.825047410512467E-J3 
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l. 2200<+ 7t..-S::l 3l6.:r.:>E-J3 
4 .,.Jj ~')293103iJ2 5() 7 E- J:.. 
3 .. q 2 d t J q ;J 17 4) ~ r ~ s c-- J 3 
2 .. l9G0 7C44'J234h3 tE-J3 
6. 20 2" 10 s:; 3 s a 3 h 9 E- o 4 
5 .. 59173l36706C~~4~-J; 
7.45ciC8269785lBl3E-J4 
l.Ol4J162907447l4E-J3 
? • 79 3 t+ l 3 2 '•':t 2 3 7 6 9 2 E- J.;. 
4. 333 5 l 5 l3592l 3rJO::'-J4 
2 - 40 772 7 129 36,'8 l 4 E-J ~ 
l.4520823639590~2E-J5 
l. 0254•J22<Jti510l lOE--J'+ 
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z. 01980 7098l2403CE-02 
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4.5645955Zld07304E-03 
3. l 75S92.l645279l lE-04 
7 .90l):)4-i35·J 3J6,J l15E·-03 
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2- 31103 7002d'3 2454E-0', 
6.137~82475i35075E-J3 
2. 793395'T3 l648~9BE-03 
5. 506 35J527 4222 S6E-O 3 
2. 74z._v75 L53732619E-J:3 
4.70dSJ6l93J09757E-J:. 
l.6245648J4710777E-03 
Z. 8552776529l. 7521E-04 






1 .. 74dJ04 L210'J 73tt6f-03 
9. l3'+936739?79136E-04 
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3. 6'1c896745667.:.45 E-'J2 
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l . 0 7 l 6 6 '. 0 8 8 73 6 6 l 'i E- J::: 
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4.83250So6s4gQ}2lE-03 
2 .. 3q /9 l / 6 0 3 12 3 8 16 c-- J 1 
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2 .. t052925073 1Jl6"+3F.-·)5 
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7.9'..l 739:J493'J l'l',l?.2E-04 
7.674l369785650S7E-~4 
l.94342497l567734E-03 





































5 .. 34d4-:i 3002651.33 fE-0'+ 
l.52l~Z013l~~34~JE-J2 




3 .. 259~3d56J55~281E-04 
l. 63631oJlH7i2 l 2 E-J3 
s.1673034,.510,,H12c:-04 









2.. 3 li6:, 009 l l 3'>43 OE-J3 
J.0121~221t5L7319c-03 
2.0466ll0~530967JE-J3 



























































2. 638501 l32314549E-02 
9.7ll7535l770d727E-03 
2.2598846109430~7E-02 
2. 29 3 797975 7i t l 56E-02 
2.9676a9332625924E-~3 
2.075i2~36ij2J5J60~-02 








2. 742045 l':t3 7318"7E-03 
4.70d50619JOOS524E-04 
l .. 62t.-56483~71035GE-03 
2.855277652916765E-04 






































2. 3'l79l 7603323182E-J3 
L. 742262669 19'i TO lE-'J 3 
2. l052J2507801Ch6E-J5 
5. 38673-197025.:.0J IE--03 
L.90lo7l'-13l461069E-03 
3. 756875229525-;74 E-03 
3. 54'l%2536332419E-.H 
6.l33448S3066J329E-04 
3. ez 504 7t. 10511110 E-03 












3 .92a lS'l077432349 E--o3 
z.l9D070440Z33d56E-;3 
6.2024ld5535810l6E-J4 
5. 5~ l 78 L36 705aT }J E-04 
7. 4580d269l9491!>5:0-·J'. 
1.0143162<;0 74l.J5 5 E- J > 
7.7934l8249234974E-J4 
4.33S515735919l95E-04 
2. 407727128 36203 7 E-04 
l.452Jti23d395853SE-J5 
l.C254J2298509750E-J4 
5.37503101172820 7 E-05 
l.6624022l7628024E-04 
1.87745939dl375l9E-J4 








































































2. 1 2oa9 55 t 3262 3i:i iE-03 
4.421119L36728~08E-J4 
4.09?3215929430~lE-04 
2.37164QOC, l 13'1215E-03 
3.0l23H22Ll517046E-J3 
Z.04&6ll096309493E-03 
l. l0"15 l8143a435 lE-03 
6.59;344502649803E-04 








































































































4.9 172 544216 57.63 BE- O:> 
3.6883'J6745666148 E--02 
1. 5il5764579390794E-)2 






l. 742?6266'17995"9 :0-)3 
2. i052..f25C7a.J;_ig02E-':5 
5.28673S970253526~-03 
l .. 90ld-fl9Ml4~Qq 1J4 i:-03 
J. 7563 752 29-JZ i~·+OC-J3 
3. 5.'.t996 2 5 3633 2 lJ9 E-.:: 3 
6.11J448~306b279;~-J4 
3. 8251l474105l07!7E-)3 
2.3751332 l 7264c50E-J3 
3. 57l 75C442l15072"-J3 
l.92122317ZS576'l5E-03 
5. ll017El602Z%39E-OC. 







4 - 33202')3 )6 3:'") :)')~; d C-J.;. 
3.928lclS077432001E-13 
2. l9CO/~J4.;.02336.S5C-03 
6. 20 24 ~ 8 5'i 3~, ~fJC+ 7 (t E-_J.,. 







i. 0254022 q35og&6 a E-~4 
5. 37503101372773dE-05 
l .6624022 l 7627879 E-04 







3 - l 7 2 1529 ;11 <J l '• 6 7 4~ - J 3 
2.73761J6Q0613qqz~-Ol 
d .. Ol4~0763856437~E-03 
3.3J15645-~2127122~-03 
5.!S971207955J3l3E-03 
2 .. 453S-=r;~J66~326l6f:-C3 
5 .. 3 l 5 7 9 ~ 1t 7 J l 29 39 ?E- 0 4 
6.5557J<l9875Jl3oE-J3 
l.02J34J4SS;J~l31E-03 
l .. 4JBJ6l4157Z3/34E-02 





















4. 5 l'J SJ~ :J5d'1l47 l l E-04 
l. l!Tl.42SJ701t~3 757=-03 




















a. 737l3 !7103749i3dE-03 
l.2d0J~J5~Jl36725E-02 




8. l67:lC3445 LJ:l;>57c-04 
1.7749336o4q1z111E-03 









3. o tz 3a 22t1516 7a<.t:-o3 
2.04&Gll096309315E-03 





9.491J3 t,5z 232623 3 E-01, 


















6.1853 7705 lZ 559;.zE-J4 
7.87641667ll5605.lE-03 
8.2284234414994llE-03 
4 .. 12ll8i.2?262632 1JC-03 
2 .0639'J506322952 lE-IJ3 







































1. 891168 78 7 l54J 7 lE-03 
2.3ll037002831443E-J4 
6 .. 13 74d2475132366E-03 
2.7933954Jlcl477blE-03 
5.5063505274l9331E-03 
2. 7420451531314 lOE-03 




2. l 76323679977154E-03 
3.053155643772972=-04 
2.35i4l90a665ll42=-o4 








2. 32 312 76 7i3 OOC4 3 l E-')3 
2.43757769l936250E-J3 




9. 9'5 519 7 6 7 3 5 'J 7 9 2 LE - 0 4 










3 .48 7096805102l'JOE-Q2 
4.91725442165Z252E-J3 
3 .63 3 896 7 4566 5 32 4E-0 2 
l .585704579390654E-J2 
6. 0573 3 ?,')J6',[:18 ?7 E-J3 
5.023o5l8770365l2E-03 
l .. 07 56::. !.O SS 7 _)f.,h)b E-)2 
[.0006SS4~33l4518E-J2 
4 .. CJL 50S669·;Jd 1-j 6 E- J:> 
2.3979l 7&,133227S2E<l1 
1. 74226?6691'J9j95E-03 
2. l0527Z50780H l 7E-05 
5.d867J9S70l5;QJ5~-Jl 
l.SOl37 FL..>~46r:?30C-03 
3 .. 75 6d 7 5 2 2 9 :i 2 r"' J l 5 C-J 1 
3 .. 54S9625J633t 7CJOC-03 
6.l33443910b62254E-D4 
3 • 82 5 0" Tit 10 5 l 0 "'• l E-0 3 
2 .. 3 7 5 l 3 2 2 t 12 6 46 't 0 E- J3 
3. 571750442114757 C-03 
1.9212231 72859520> E-'.)3 
s.11011s1.:022std9E-J.;. 
l .3l2d372 l2CJ4JZ93E-J4 
1. 633 79 l54781<ld~ l f'-03 
1- t22953398734767C:-\J3 
2 .. 4&920369413L6~~E-0J 
l.28186~S63494SS4E-03 
2 .. oqs3r_,1soit03l77E-G4 





5 • 59 l 73 l 3 h 7 Q 5 i 7 5 Q E- 0 4 
7. 4580326978'·7053E-0'> 
l.Ol4316290744l7JE-03 
1. 793;isz4q2331oJs c--oc. 
4.?3851573~919034~-JI, 










































































1 • 5 0 l 0 3 2Z d 2 50 5 6 6 4 E-0 4 
l.411907SZ7429'>57E-03 
3 .9 390 3~6 7 330 l 6l) 2E-04 
3.·909~2 !216507'3llE-J1 
2. l20c;') 55l3L62009C-Q3 
4.4Z71L9136727b32E-04 
4.0q73235~2942363E-04 
2.3 776lr0J~J ll887gbE-03 
3.0l2332Zll5i65l8E-J3 
2.C466Ll096J09134E-J3 























5.9 2005406.35 90 706E-04 












































1. 891lt>d7d 7 t5:.2 LOE-:.l3 









































6.0573300034 lS 323E-J3 




2. 39 79 l 76 ,13322 56'-E- 03 








2. 3 -r 5 l 3 3 2 l 7 26 .;..;. 4 t.,. E-J 3 
3.57l750442ll446lE-J3 
l.92L223l72859367E-~3 
5. llOl 7316,1223767 ::--o:, 
l. ;128'3 7212 940l 84E-04 




2. 09Sdc 7889 ~ ;J _:i,)d 3 E-V ~ 
l.2200474S3L~0900E-03 
4. 3321l29d3635'1J5 7E-04 
3. 92R13 ~;c 71,.,3 L316 C-J3 
2.190.J 7C4',C<3J2~0E-03 
6 .. 2 0 2.;. l 3 5 5 3 '1 l 9 t"' l 5 E- J 4 
5. 59l 78l367,J572.:J 7E-04 
1 .. 45dJ3~697B·'-+ 12.;.a;:-04 
L.Ol'dl62<J,)7"c,Qg4 C--03 




1. 02540229650g43 5 E--04 
5. 37503l0l3 7268l9;"-05 
l.6624022176275~5E-04 
















l .. 4.)~36l415723493E-02 
7.4136bJ~Yl29l567E-03 









7 • 9 ! 2 7 2 5 5 l 2'! l 7 9 7 4 E -C 4 
















l .6'.,3t 7S3665 3291 l E-J4 
9.610924729Qdl374E-05 































3. o l23o 22l l 5l6269E-03 
2.0466l1J16J089&5E-03 
l. l ·J'• l 5 lo l 4 3 8 '• 0 7 2 E-0 3 
6.59434450Zb4810lE-04 
3.03Z6'l 79 /d7822')2E-05 




l.5 l7Zi93J 72555'i4E-04 
l.2402J2ll3922034E-04 
9.073469l57762469E-05 
2. 7 23035003o2'>l32E-04 
l. 578ll9908Sl0712E-0 1t 
2.37243609237Z793E-05 
2.4o79JS63~262049E-05 

































































2. l 76323679S76i3LE-03 
3.053l5564J772451E-04 
2.as1:.1906665o654E-04 
z. 43962! 066674501E-03 
2.B789620l8636648E-03 
1 .. 748 )U.;.12 t.Od627b;:-J3 
- 9.l3491673~7736l4E-04 
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THE LF-FT-~I~HT 3~A~CH P4IR. 
A VAq!ASLE USE~ !N SU~AT!CNSe 
THE L.T!LilATICN .. 
0CL P~C6(~~~) FLC~~C!6) S~~TIC; 
OCL(5U~.ECCL~T.P~OciSPT.CRTNOS> FL~~T(l6); 
O~L ~T~3(~:7) FLCAT(16) STAT[C IN!flAL(0.0E0.4.0EO,S.OE0.6.0E0.6eOEO. 
7~cEc.~.:E~.9~cso>; 
DCLC I.t-'.L,;:;.LQ.QL) Ftx=n BINARY; 
OCL ~x~os (7) FLOAT(16) STATIC [N!T!AL(OaC~C.3.0~o.~.oEo.o.oEC.3.~EO. 
C11C;:';') .Q.')~C); 
DCL LRC~~C2~.2l FIXED 3!NARY STATIC INITIAL ( 
/* 
1.e1• ?:it. 2.2, 3.1, J.2, 3,3, A,l, ~.2.. 4,J, 4,4, 
s.1. s.c. =·3· s,4, s.5. 6.1. 6.2. 6.3. 6.4, o.s. 6,6. 
7,1. 7,,, 7,3, 7,4, 7,5. 7.6. 7.7,; 
NJR~ALIZE THE INITIAL PR03ABlLITIES 
•/ 
GET LI 5 T ( F ~CE l ; 
SUM = c 0 c=:c i 
00 I=t TC ~24; 
SU~ = F~CE(Il+5U~i 
=:'lo; 














THIS IS Tr: RCUT!NE TO COM?UTe THE PROcABILITY ~F A SPLIT. 
~/ 
PROUAL:PRCCEOURE; 
Ph~SSPT = ~.cso; 
/* 
THE P~O~AE!LITY OF A SPLIT AT TH~ THIR~ LEVEL IS COMPUTED FROM THE T~O 
~~y TH[KC LEVEL NCOCS. 
•/ 




CK rN:")S = :;.., -:so; 
i~~ T~~ C~ITE,~L ~0~23~ 
IF ~>~ T~ ~~ C~TNOS = cqrNO~ + EXS~S(~); 
IF L>A T~ ~ C~T~US ~ C~TNOS + ~X~~S<L): 
IF ~>4 lH N C~T~lOS = CqTN~~ + E~~OS(~); 




~NALYS: P~OCE0~RE CPTICN~(MAIN); PL/C-R7•l--66 05/16/77 10:12 PAGE 
ST~T LEV~L NES~ GLOC~ M~VL SCUMC~ r~x~ 
31 2 1 2 
32 2 <. 
33 2 2 
3<. 2 2 
35 2 0 
36 2 -
37 2 I 2. 
.::!~ 2 l 2 
39 2 l 2 
"-0 2 2. 2 
"- l 2 2 2 
43 2 2 2 
45 2 2 2 
46 2 l 2 
"7 2 2 2 
48 2 2 2 
50 2 2 2 
52 z 2 2 
'5lL < 2 2 
55 2 l 2 
56 2 l 2 
57 2. 2 
5.'3 2 2 
5~ 2 2. 
60 2 l 2 
61 2 l 2 
62 2 : 2 
63 2 2 " 64 2 2 2 
65 2 2 2 
66 2 l 2 
67 2 2 2 
1'6 2 2 2 
(>9 2 " 2 7~ 2 l 2 
71 2 l 2 
72 2 2 
73 2 2 
70. 2 
END 
PUT ~IP ECIT( 'T~E RESULTS OF ThE PROBRABILITY ANALYSIS •)(A); 
?UT KI? 
?~f SKIP ~CtT( 1 T~E P~~3A~L!TY ~FA L5V2L T~~E~ S?LtT 
:i.. EC ZS. t '5)); 
/~ 
~~TE~M!~E TH~ STATE TwO P~OeA3!L!TY OF A SPLIT 
"'/ 
P:=<C3::3PT = O.OE"'!: 





cq1r-.cs = r: •. ">~C: 
IF t<29 ri-c:-.. 
co; 
C~LL ~EMAPl(I,L.R.~CQUNT); 
SUM Tl-S C~ITICAL NC~ss~ 
IF L~4 TH~N CHTNCS 




EXNDS(q) + CRTNDS; 
CALL qE~AP2(1.~.L.~.ECQUNT); 
IF ~>6 ThE~ CRTNDS = EX~OS(M); 
su~ T~S cqITIC~L ~wc~s. 
t!= L.>il n-1:=.::\i c::<T~JDS 
IF ?>4 Tr~~ C~T~CS 
~~..io: 
~X~D3(L) ~ CPT~DS; 
EXN05(R) + CRTNDS; 
P~08SPT = P~33C!l•C~T~~S/E~~LNT + Pf{C~SPT; 
2NO; 
I ,PPOBSPT)(X(5). 
PUT SK!;;, EGIT( •Tn::: pqcs~".JLITY ".;FA LEVEL T11110 SPL.IT •.PR08St='f)(X{5).A, 
::: { .25. 15)); ,. .. 
0~r~~VI~~ TH~ STATE GNE pnoe~QILITY CF A SPLIT 
,./ 
PKCo;:,..:>T = -:.i:=~o: 
~·J I=! TO :;:_~4 ; 
CRTl'\:13 : : .. :-;:;:1; 
!F I<29 T1-<::N 
CQ; 
C~LL M~~~P1cr.L.q.~ccuNTJ; 
C:~Tf\CS ..;;: E.X:.....,.)SCL) + EX.NOS(.-{); 
:::"c; 
C:L S~ :JC; 
C~LL ~EM~?ZCI.~.L.R.ECOU~:T>: 
C~TNOS = ~~~CS(M) ~ ~XNDS(L) + exr~DS(R): 
E:-SD; 
~qOR3PT = PQCP(l)*C~TNJS/ECOLNT + PRCdSPT; 
=.::o: 
PUT S"<l? EC[T( •Tl-:;.: PCQCAu:....ITY CF A LEVEL .J!\.E S~LIT 
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88 2 1 
'JC 2 2 
91 2 2 
92 2 2 
93 2 1 
9"- 2 2 
<;;5 2 2 
96 2 2 
97 2 l 
":Id 2 
9·~ 2 
1 c- .... 2 
l 0 1 2 
l (' 2. 2 
l 0 3 2 
l ·~ 4 2 
105 2 
1( 5 2 I 
l ~ 'l 2 I 
11'9 2 2 
l l c 2 2 
1 l 2 ;; 2 
1 1.J 2 2 
1 14 2 
1 l t:> ~ l 




































THIS RCLT!~E cc~~uras T~E UTILIZATICN ANO PERFORMS THE FREQUENCY ANALYSIS. 
'f'/ 
uTrLrzz:peccs0u~E; 
DCL S~CLVL(2.2l cLCAT{\6) !N!TlAL({~)O.·Jt:.::0)'; 
CCL r3:LVL(2.2.2) FLOAT(l6) 1~!TI~L((5lCo0~C>: 
DCL S7A~~2(7) FLOA~{l6) 5TAT[C [N!TIAL(~~OE~.1.c~~.2.cEO.c.oEo.1.cEo, 
2.~J::.:;.~"=>CEC>; 
~CL ST~r~t(7) FLCAT(l6) 'STAT[C INITIAL(2.C~o.1~~~c.:,o~o.3.0Eo.2.0Eo, 
1 .,JE:.' ,C .. OE."'J): 
OCL co·~P~122 ~NT~Y(F!XEO 9INARY. FIXED SINARY.F~CATC16)) 
'<O:::TUP.NS(~L(Ai(16)); 
uCL{Fl.F2.Fl~-~~~.F2PR~~.UTAL,0IFF} FLOAT{l6); 
?.; 7 SK : ? ( 2 ) ; 
PUT SKIO ECIT c•rrE ~ESULTS OF iHE ANALYSrs ~F THE UTILlZATION'){A); 
iJUT SKr;::i ~ 
/~ 
c~~PUT~ T~~ ~TILIZATICN Ar LEVEL T~~EE. 
~/ 
F2: = (';.,GE.:; 
Fl = ~ • ·~ S ': : 
0·) I=l TC) 224; 
IF I>2.8 T!-"::N cc; 
C~LL M~~~P2(!,~,L.P,ECOVNT); 








D~T~R'1l~E Th~ ~ORMAL!ZEC FREQlJENC!ESe 
•/ 
F~~R~~ = F~/(F! + F2); 
F2~R~~ ~ f2/(Fl + ~2}; 
UT~L = (Fl~~N= + 2*FZ~R~=)/2; 
?Vf St<I? E.t:;[T( •THS t;T!L!ZAT[Cl:--l AT LE.VE.L THREE 
:: '25' 15)); 
/* 
CUMPUT~ TrE UTILIZATION AT LEVEL T~G. 
•/ 
Fl = ~ .. 1E(; 
F2 = 1 .. 0::ri; 
"' = ,) ; 
oo r= i TC :::2 .. : 
IF !<2J Tr':N CALL r'EMA.P! (I ·L .q,scCUNT): 
ELS'O D'.J; 
CALL ~~~~D2(I.~.L.R.ECCUNT); 
{F -..:>:; ThC1' F2 -::: P~O'JC I )/E.COt,;t>IT + F2; 
~LSE Fl = ~~C5(1)/ECCU~T ~Fl; 
ENC; 
!F L>3 l~~~ F2 = PRCB(!)/ECJUNT + F2; 
~L'3:.: Fl= PR..:;e(!)/ECC\...l'1T +- .=L; 
IF P>3 T~EN F2 = P~08(l)/EC~~NT ~ F2; 
' , UT AL J ( X ( 5), A, 
" 
llQ 2 l J ELSE Ft= FqCr::.{l)/l::C;JL.NT + =1; 00 
\.0 
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STMT LEVEL NEST dLCCK ~LVL 30UKCZ r;xT 
12'.l 2 l 







l 2'l 2 
129 2 1 
l .31 2 1 
l32 2 2 
133 2 2 
134 2 2 
135 2 2 
1.36 2 1 
137 2 1 
tJa 2 1 
139 2 1 
14C 2 
141 ~ 
l "-2 2 
143 2 
140. 2 
l "5 .? 
!A6 z 
147 2 
148 2 1 
1 s~1 2 2 
151 2 2 
152 2 2 
153 2 2 
154 2 l 
155 2 2 
136 2 2 
157 2 2 
1::i8 2 1 
16C 2 1 
161 2 l 











































NQRMALIZ~ THE F~~QUENCI5S~ 
*/ 
FlPR~S = F!/(Fl + F2>: 
F2P~~~ ~ ~2/(Fl + F2>: 
UT~ = (FlP.:<Y:: fo 2•F2PRH::)/2: 
Pi.JT 3!<lP !:.CIT('Tl-E UTILIZ.A.T!C'~ AT LEVEL TWO '•UiAL)(XC5l.A..E(25el5)); 
/~ 
o~re~~INE Tt-e UTILIZATION AT LEVEL CN~. 
=/ 
Fl = ~.·15~; 
F2 = ~>)~~; 
M = ~ ; 
00 I=l T;J 22<>: 
IF I<29 T~EN C~LL R~MAPl(I.L.Re:CCUNT); 
CL'·:i~ OrJ; 
CALL ~E~A~2<!•M•L•~•=CCUNT); 
Fl = ~TAT2l(~)•PPQC(!)/eC~UNT +Fl: 
F2 = STATe2CM)•P~08(!)/ECJ~NT + r2; 
£NO; 
/* 
D!T!~MINE Th~ RELATIVE FREQUENCIES FCA STATES ONE AND T~D• 
*/ 
Fl= STATE!(L)*P~C~(!)/ECG~NT + ~!: 
F2; ST~TE2CL)•?~O~<!)/~C~UNT + F2·; 
Fl= ST~T€l(;;j)•P~C:O(I)/e:ccuNr +Fl; 
FZ = ST~TEZ(Rl•P"C=(ll/~CJuNT ~ F2: 
E~liJ; 
Ft~~M~ = Fl/(Fl + F2); 
F2:P~.·IE. ::: F~/(F! f. F~); 
UT~L = (FlF~~~ + 2*~2P~~~)/2; 
Pur SKI;:> !=CIT(•TJ;E UTILI.l...\Ti:ON AT L::v::.L CN!: 1 ,UTl\L)(X(S),,A1C.C25.,15)); 
PUT PAG:::; 
/" 
TrlIS rs T~E ROUTI~E TO ~SC~Rr~[N ThE FREauENCI5S JF N00E3 DESCENDING 
r=~c ... 1 •Jn: ~N~ T.,::: K2Y P~R=-~r"s ,.\:-JC) c.i~ANDPARSNTS. IT o:;:C.JMP~SE.i EACH STATE 
AND pq~p=~T!CN3 THE FRECUEhC!ES OF THIS STAT! OCCURRiNG FAOM THE 
ASYMPrOTIC STAT~ PR03~eILITIEs. 
~/ 
SECLVL :::: ".:'•CE;J i 
DO t=1 iO '224; 









IF L>J H·="" K.=2; 
ELSc «=1; 
S~C~VL(J.~) = S~CLVL(J.~) • PQ~d( t) /ECOUNT; 
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F3TLVL(.;.i<,2) = FSTLVL(J,K,2) +- PROB(Il'•STATE2(LJ/ECOUNT; 
[F ~>i '!'"'Et\. K=2; 
e:L S": <= l; · 
'S::'.CL'./LC ..... 1<) 
F3TL'IL(_,,.K,l) 
f=.S1"LVL(J.K.2) 
SECLVL(J,K) + PROa(I) /ECO~NT; 
= F~TLVL(J,K,!) ~ ~~:8(I)•STATEl(q)/~COUNT: 
= FSTLVLCJ.~.2) + P~~UCI)•SiAT22(R)/ECUUNT~ 
IF ~...,,:::·j r.-r:,,,, ca: 
IF ·"I>~ Tt-Cl\ K-=-2; 
ELSE <=1i 
secL~L(.,K) = SECLVL(J,K) .. P~CB(Il /EC~UNT: 
t=SiLVL("".K.l)-= FSTLVL(J.K.l) +- FPQ8(Il*ST.4.TE.l(M)/ECOUNT: 
PSTLVL(J,K.~) = FSTLVL(J.K.2) + P~CB(I)*STATE2(M)/ECOUNT; 
E'l..i: 
SND; 
PUT SKIP LIST( 'INTE~NAL FR!OU~NCY ANALYSIS' I: 
C~LL PR{,..,Ti 
SUM: ~~nee: ECGWNT = o.~Ee: , ... 
THE FR~YUE~CIES AQE NO~~ALIZ~D. 
*'" DO J•l TC~: 
DO K=l 1C 2; 
5U~ = SUM + S~CLVL(j,~); 
DC L:::t TC 2: 




OJ J•l ~c 2; 
00 K: l TC 2; 
.JO L=l TC 2; 
F3TL~L(J.K,Ll = FSTL~L(J,K,L)/ECCUNT: 
i::.ND; 




rur SKI? LIST('AFTE~ NC~M~Lrzr~G • J; 
CALL PR!N1; 
/• 
THE F~:;:;)IJE"CIES ARE NORfJAL !Z!f) f>Y PAIRS OESCEND! .. G FROM A GIVEN Nooe. 
"'" 00 .J•l TC 2; 
su."" = S!:CLVL(J.l) ... SECLVL(J.2): 
s:::CLVL(~,11 = SECLVL(Jo!l/SU."; 
~~CL~Lc~,z> = SECLVL(J.2)/SUM; 
Ou K = l 10 2: 
CCCUNT = ~STLVL(J,K,ll + FSTLVL(J,K,2)~ 
PSTLVL(j,K,l) = F~iLVLCJ.~.l)/ECCUNT; 




;::our.~;([,:> L(STC 1 AFT:;R ~~() ... rJ..\LilrNG PJJ.1ns• J~ 
CALL ?ri !NT; 
6 
'° __. 
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STMT LEVCL NSST dLCCh ~LVL SGU~~E TEXT 
216 














































































































TH~S .;.0 1 JTI1'.E PRINTS iHC: .:i.ESV!_TS er Tt--E FR~au=::-~CY ANALYSIS. 
•/ 
PP t ... ~T: ;:.q..J(E.Ct;~::,; 
,.-'.)-;"" 31< !D; 
~ur 3~!~ ~CIT(·C~3C~~;O(N~ FP~~ A o~s KEY ThIRD LEVEL NOu~· )(X(S).A): 
~UT S:<!;:> ECIT(•1-1;..v:NG CN":: KE'( 1 .SE.CLVL(t,11. 1 HAVIf\.G T'tllO KEYS•, 
"3CC.L VL ( 1 • ~) i ( X ( !. 0) •A (:. 5),;;:: ( 25 • !. 5) • A ( 17 > • E ( 25 • 1 5) ) ; 
PUT ::>i<.!D .::cr7C'CC3C::::~;'.)!NG Fk':'H A TJiiO KC.'f THtP.D L~V::L !"iDOC 1 l(X{5),,\J; 
?UT S<! 0 ::CIT{'H,.\VfNG C>.;c: r<~Y •,sECLVL(~.l).• HAYING T·.to !(.~Y.5 '• 
S~CL. vL ( 2. 2) J ( X C 1?) • AC l 'ti>.~ ( 25 • : 5). A { l 7).;::: { 25 • 15) ) ; 
?UT 5-<:t.::i 0:.C!T( 1 CE..~C::.".D:"iG F'.~·J.'-1 t.. 3 L'vL 1 KEY. ANO 2 LEVEL l KEY' j(X($)w 
A); 
?UT .5K!:;) ;:cIT('H~vI~G C!\l~ i<2.Y •,FSTLVL(t.1.1).• HAVING TWO KEYS •• 
FS TL VL ( l • 1 • .2 ) ) ( X ( 10 ) , A C l S ) • E { 2. 5. l 5 ) • .\ ( l 7) • E { 2 5 • l 5) ) : 
PUT Sr<I? i:CIT(•CE5CE.NO~:"\G FRCM A J LVL l K~Y. ANO 2 LEVEL 2 K=:Y 1 ) 
( x ( 5).,); 
PUT 3K!D =.crT('r'AV!NG CNE K:::v •,FSTLVL(l121l)•' HAVING TWO KEYS •• 
FS. TL. VL ( l • 2 • :::! ) ) ( X Cl ('I ) •A ( 15) ., :;:: C~5 • 15 ) • A { 1 7). 2 ( 25. 15) ) ; 
PvT .:ii<~P F.Cli( •c2.sc:::~~U!NG FR'J.-1 ~ 3 LVL 2 KEY. AND 2 LEVEL l K.EY 1 ) 
CX(5),,); 
PUT SKIP EC!T( 1 H;.VING CNE. KEY 1 1FSTLVL(.2 .. t.l)1' HAVING TWO KEYS'• 
r= .3 T:... I/ L ( ~ , t • 2 ) ) ( X ( l C ) , A ( l 5 ) , E { 2 5 • l 5 ) • A ( l 7 ) • C ( 2 5 • 1 5 ) ) ; 
PUT :::Kr~ =.crrc 'CES.::~."fO!l\G F~.::.-4, .\ 3 LIJL 2 KEY. ANG .z LEVEL 2 KEY 1 ) 
( x ( 5). ~); 
,JUT 3Kt.J E~I~('hAVU:G CNE KEY •,FSfLVL(2.21l)1' HAV!NG rwo KEYS•.,. 
F .:> ;L VL ( 2 • 2 • '::'.) ) ( X ( 1 C l , A ( l 5) .. E·( 2 5, 15) •A ( 1 7), E ( 25, l 5) ) ; 
~!;:7Ur-('N; 
E:~J; 
CJ,1.•,_.)ur=.2=~~S~':.SuP::< ~.K.E':.Ci...NT) R=rur;.,'\;S (FLC..\T); 
CCLCi.Kl F!~~~ 9l~A~Y: 
UCL =ccu~T FLCAT(l~>: 
Q,:::rv~ .. ~(r:.::.::ec I )/ECCUNT); 
'.::~·~U CG .',i=JU r;:;:: 
~;.i..:J UT! LIZ l.; 
~EM4P!: ?~CC~OU~~(!,L.R.EC~U~Tl: 
OCL(~.L.K) FiXEC S!NARY; 
~CL ~CCU~l ~LC~T(l~l; 
L = L~C~EC!.t>: 
R = Lt;C.-..ECI.2>; 
EC~U~T = ~TA3{L) + ET4~(R); 
~~T\J\..iN; 
'°"o; 
R'::,.-.....\PZ: ;;,~~cc0u;;;:-=.c ! ,M .L .~.ECOUNT ); 
VCL (I.~.l.~.Lq ) F!XED B!NA~Y; 
DC~ ECCL~1 FL~AT(lS); 
LK = '-t () C ( l - 1 • 2 '3 J +- l ; 
L = LRC~::.tL::;.tl; 
?. =; L..:ic.v~(LR.2l: 
"" ;:; c r- i )/.2-3; 







THE RESULTS 0F TH~ P~CUC~3ILITY ANALY5IS 
THE PRCE'A3L!T'f CF .>. L VEL TrlR::=.E SPLIT 
TMC: P~Ot3A.JLrT'f C.F ~ L V~L 7NG 3PL:T 
7.7AS2525~6tB8077E-C2 
t~32C79839B2t0139~-ry~ 
4.2~5714285733760~-0t TH€ PRiJO:..dLITY CF ' L VO:L .Jr~:=: SPL!T 
THE ~E3ULT3 ~F THE ~~~LYSIS CF THE UTIL!2~T[C~ 
TH!: UT !L IZAT L)f\. .\T L V~i_ rn~:::::: ~~7~42~~72784~~64F.-:l 
THE UTILLZ.\T!CN .!T L \/EL T.<JO 6.75B7776141~~J~.)~-1t 
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